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ls there some evil person who has cast a spell on QL-Today?

I ask this question because earlier this year your editor emulated his predecessor by moaning about
his PC, which had slowed to a snail's pace.

The problem was easy to diagnose. The virus software had outgrown the memory on the computer
and it was a simple question of adding extra RAM. Well, not quite The local firm, who had done an

excellent job in building the machine, were reluctanl to do the upgrade. The message was clear This
was to be a do-it-yourself job.

Fitting memory to a PC requires no great ability even for someone with limited hardware skills. lt is a
lol simpler than many QL hardware iobs I have done over the years. The big problem is knowing
what memory to buy Until I was contronted with this problem, the innards of my PC had not
concerned me greatly. Suddenly I had to check oul numerous different memory cards and choose
the right one for my machine

This experience was a valuable oblect lesson for your editor One of the most frequent commenls
about QL-Today is over its, at times, high technical content.

Two people spoke to me at the Hove show about this. One said he had never subscribed to QL
Today because it was too difficult for him, the other that he found the last issue an easier read than
usual. (As it happens that issue had more general news items than most )

QL-Today has to cater for a wide range of readership and getting the balance right between highly
technical and non-lechnical content is nol easy. lf we do our job well each reader will find something
to interest him in each issue, but also some articles he does not fully understand, We should avoid
putting people off exploring new avenues of QL use by making them appear more complicated than
they are You do not need a technical knowledge of the pointer environment to run PE programs, but
you do need it if you have programming ambitions Similarly it can be fun to experiment with GD2
colours even when you have limited programming skills.

Looking back on my PC problem, I could easily have panicked. There was a huge learning curve, but,

now I have done it, I realise it was much simpler than I expected. lt would have been easier if I had
had more understanding from the native PC experts. After all, who did I turn to when I needed experl
and reliable advice? Not the PC experts but QL traders.

You may have notice print quality changes during the last few issues.

We ran some tests of producing the magazine elecironically, using PDFThe results were poor both
times (last issues of Volume 10). lssue 1 of Volume 11 was done in the old-fashioned way {master
print), and the result is very good again. While doing the PDF test, it became clear that there will
never be an electronic version of QL Today. As the magazine is produced on Calamus, an ATARI

program running under Windows, the PDF does not use fonts but bitmaps only, resulling in
enormously large files, even at resolutions like 150 or 300dpi. A whole issue in greyscale wouldn't
even fit on a CD, it requires a DVD (and it lakes over 24 hours on a fast machine to generate).

Sorry about doing 'live tests', initial test looked reasonably OK, but it was then done produced under
time pressure. No tests anymore, we keep the high quality

Unfortunately, I can't bring this issue personally to Byfleet as planned ... but as you will see, it was
worth waiting for ... loads of interesting articles and a bonus disk containing a full version of a very
useful program (kind of early Xmas present).. enioyl

few issues.



New Website
Just Words! have launched a completely re-
written websrle with more download possibilities.

From the home page you now have a choice of
four pages'
DOWNLOADS allows you to download the Just
Wordsl freeware and commercial software plus a
couple of other programs.
WORD LISTS contains the complete Just Words!
range of QTYP dictionaries as well as the Voca-
bulary Database and QTYP expand utility
ADVICE has a number of short articles giving
answers to the most frequently asked transfer
questions.
SHOWS gives up to date details of the QL
shows programme.
Just Wordsl informs us that the new site is the
lirst stage in a reshaping of the software house
to bring it in line with current trends in the QL
community. They hope to have further delails at
the Byfleet show.
http://members. lycos.co.u k/geoffwicks/justwords. htm
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QUANTA Changes
There have also been changes at the Quanta
website although these are largely invisible to
lhe user ln the JunelJuly 2006 edition of the
Quanta Magazine John Gilpin writes that
Quanta's old host, Ghoulnet, closed their service
on 31st May 2006. The website is now hosted by
the Continum Group who successfully lransferred
the site and the Quanta email service to the new
servers within 24 hours. The only difference the
user will notice is the Conlinum logo on the web
pages.

Quanta has long had an ambition to improve the
quality and reliability of its website, but so far has

been unable to find a volunteer to act as web-
master
www.quanta.org.uk

Graphics Developments
ln recent months there have been interesting de-
velopments in graphics programs for transferring
images between the QL and the PC.

At the beginning of August Dilwyn Jones invited
subscribers to the Ql-users email group to test
the alpha version of a conversion program he
was writing. ln his own words,
'l've put an alpha test release of my Ql/Windows
BMP graphics conversion and viewing program
onto the Graphics page on my website.
This is the first release version and no doubt
subject to the usual bugs and problems of first
releases.
The program lets you convert to and from 24-bit
Windows BMP graphics files, and handles QL
mode 4, mode B, mode 16 (Aurora 256 colour),
mode 32 (QPC2IQXL) and mode 33 {Q40/Q60)
graphics files. BMP can also convert between
the various QL modes Where relevant, it can
also convert Page Designer pages {e,g. transfer
them to Windows BMP format).
File viewing is implemented across modes For
example, if you are using mode 32 on QPC, and
wish to view mode 4, mode B, mode 16 or mode
33 pictures, the program will attempt to convert
and display in your current screen mode. Results
vary - trying to view a 24-bll BMP or 16-bit GD2
image in mode 4 will inevitably give poor results.
The program needs expanded memory and a

system with Window Manager 2 (either recent
versions of SMSQ/E or QDOS with pointer envi-
ronment version 2).

This is a first release, so no doubt it will suffer
from the usual bugs and weaknesses of first
releases. Feedback is invited so that I may try to
improve the program, as it is intended to be the
front end viewer program for my wallpaper ima-
ges CD/DVD which is ready once l'm happy with
this program'
Several members of the user's group responded
favourably to this inviiation, but at the time of
writing the program was still being developed.
The version currently on Dilwyn's website is a

beta version.
www.dilwyn.uk6.net/graphics/index.html
George Gwilt has also continued to work on his

Welcom€ to the JUST WORDS!
website. We specialise in word lists
and word programs for QDOS axd
SMSQ-E based computerc.
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screen snatcher suite, SVSCR, improving its user
friendliness, compatibility with most QL systems,
on-screen information and adding -pic format
support. George has also been upgrading some
of his other programs, and the SQLUG website,
from which his software can be downloaded,
now has a version of unzip that does not need
unzipping ilself. Details are in the next news item.

Ceorge Gwilt Upgrades
1. The extensions TurboPTR, TPTR*EXT have
been upgraded to allow a quicker method of
finding the maximum screen size. This is needed
for SMSQE v3.12 and later Also an error in

SET*PTR, which sets the pointer to a particular
position, has been corrected. This error affected
programs run under non SMSQE operating
syslems.
2. As a consequence of the changes in 1, the
programs SVSCR, NET-PEEK, GWDISS and DISP

have all been upgraded
3. A simple means of compiling SMSQE v3.12

using GWASS is on the SQLUG site.
4. The program "unzip" can be downloaded and
used from the SQLUG site without having to be
unzipped!
http:/lwww.ims 1 .supanet.com

Q-emuLator Upgrade
Daniele Ter dina writes'
"A new version of Q-emulator for Windows is
available. The main new feature is emulafion of
the Q60 video modes and some of the Aurora
video modes.
RAM available to unregistered copies has also
been increased to 3B4KB to allow users fo run
unzip-exe to expand archives of QL soffware
downloaded from fhe lnternet
You can download Q-emulator 24 from
http://users.infoconex.com/ - dan iele/winql.html
ln reply to queries about accessing the newly
implemented modes Daniele wrote:
"Needs either SMSQ/E tor the Super Gold Card
(it now includes Aurora colour drivers) or QL
soflware thaf directly accesses lhe video hard-
ware. SMSQ/E far Q40/Q60 may also work {and
give you more colours and resolution lhan lhe
SGC version) but I have nof tested it"
Daniele further stressed the importance of
having lhe correct operating system for acces-
sing the new modes. ln reply to a person
attempting to emulate Q60 mode from SMSQ/E
for the Gold Card,
"That wouldn't work' SMSQ/E for the Gold Card
doesn't have Q60 video drivers. Selecf Aurora

instead of Q60, and make sure you use lhe
yersion of SMSQ/E with the Aurora GD2 video
drivers.
Q-emulalor emulales the Aurora and Q60 video
cards, but if you jusl use Sinclair or Minerva
ROM images, lhese versions of QDOS don't
know how to draw to the extended graphics
modes. You need to either use QL software that
dkectly accesses the extended video memary,
or a version of lhe OS that does lhe same, like
SMSQ/E with the GD2 drivers for the video card
you wish fo use.'

SHELL v.114
Malcolm Cadman writes,
'Shell version 1.14 is now available from the
London QL and Quanta Group web page at -

http://www.mcad.demon.co.uk/lquan.htm
The Shell program was originally developed for
QL by Adrian lves. This version - now at v1.14 -

has been enhanced and includes severa/ bug
fixes by David Gilham of the Landon Group.
What does the Shell do? Well, it is a Unix like
command line interpreter giving direct access
to pragram launching, QL prpes, etc. lt is almost
the dtrect opposite of the graphical user inler-
faces for the QL, Iike QPACZ and QDT well
worth having in your suife of QL software for
the times that you may need to make use of it.

It is now compatible with lhe larger QL screens
loo thanks to a new command.
Please dtrect any queries to David af lhe email
address below.
David Gilham - david@davidgilham.me.uK

Constitution Update
ln the last edition of QL Today we reported an
error in the published Quanta constitution. This
claims that the signatures of 100 members are
required to call a Special General Meeting where-
as those ol only 50lo of the membership {currently
about 11) are required Since our report the
silence from Quanta has been deafening.
QL Today now has a copy of the minutes of the
1998 AGM in which the change was made. We
can now confirm that the motion to reduce the
number of signatures required to call a SGM was
passed by 65 votes with none against. One
person abstained from voting.
There is an interesting twist to this story. Since
2000 Quanta membership has fallen from 504 to
219. Our graph shows the Quanta membership
for each year since 2000 {except 2001}. The fall

in membership is not flattening out, but, if any-
thing, has begun to increase again, lf the Quanta
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committee are unable to arrest this decline, then
membership will be below 100 by the iime their 3
year period of office is completed. According to
the constitution Quanta has sent to its members
it will then be physically impossible for members
to call for an SGM.
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Whatever happens, Quanta at the end of the 3
year term of office is likely to be a very
different organisation from what it is now. There
could be many implications for Quanta finances,
the Quanta Magazine and Quanta sponsored
shows. The committee have an unenviable task
before them, and it would be interesting to hear
their plans for the future.

ln Praise of Difuuyn
QL Today's editor does nol always get his pre-

dictions right, but one has been spot on. ln his

very first editorial he made this prediction about
his predecessor,
'Just a final word aboul Dilwyn. I predict that QL
Ioday's loss will prove lo be QL programming's
gain."

Since leaving QL Today the Welsh wizard has

spewed out a steady stream of software, which,
since the summel has almost become a torrent.
We had just finished writing our main news
section including details of his BMP program,

when he sent us news of two more programs
and one upgrade.
Dilwyn writes of his new progr?ms:

'Q-DIARY and ALARM
Q'Diary is a personal diary program, which lels
you schedule evenfs for given dates and times
in a similar way to a paper diary.

;p#S{Sffi3#

Evenls with a date, lime and short message are
enlered into a diary database, wilh the program
displaying daily diary pages via a calendar-style
display Click on the date of the page you wish
lo display Facilities are included to display'immi-
nenl evenls" {e.g a list of diary entries due within
fhe next 15 minutesJ, and to set alarms to go off
{wifh up to B oplional warnings ahead of time)
when the diary entry is due. Q-Diary has the
facility ta activate external alarm programs,
allowing you to write your own programs lo
handle diary entries as they fall due.
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Alarm is a program which may be used with
Q'Diary or used independently.lt can handle lhe
alarms fron Q'Diary, or it can ief you enfer a

time and descrrpfion of some evenl fo happen
today and when thal time falls due it can eilher
issue an alerf mess age f or that evenf, or even
execute a program af fhaf time. Up to B advance
warnings can be set at periods fram 2 minufes
ahead up to 90 minules ahead.
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Both
programs

are
poinfer
driven

and
requtre

Window Manager 2 fi.e. SMSQ/E or QDOS with
pointer environmenf version 2 or later).

Both programs are available from my website, af
www.dilwyn.uk6.neVutils/index.html'

The upgraded program is a "blast from the
past'.

"BASIC REPORTER UPDATE
Version 2 of my Basic Reporter program is

now available from my website. This was
lhe first QL program I sold through DJC! lt
is now about 16 years old and showing ifs
age, so I've recompiled if with an up to
date version of Tubo compiler removed
MODE calls, removed hard coded referen-
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ces lo fhe syslem variables and linked all exten-
sions required to the program, making it self
contained.lt now has a configuration block and
a new command ta allow its display to be
moved around high resolufion screens, While
still a lrial release, il does seem to work more
reliably on SMSQ/E systems and under pointer
enyironment.
Basic Reporter is freeware nowadays and can
be downloaded from,
www.dilwyn. uk6.neVprog ram/index. htmf

ln case any reader should think we are too
fulsome in our praise of Dilwyn, let us just add
that he has been a very naughty boy. These
news items arrived after our deadline date Tut!

Tut!, Dilwyn. Next time there will be no excuses.
Just use your own alarml

Which Browser?
There was recently some discussion on the QL
users group over the internet browsers QL-ers
use. Just Wordsl had published details of the
browsers used to access lheir website during
2005.

lnternet Explorer 7 2.30h

Netscape 24.50h

Opera 2.20h

Others lIolo
ln this discussion it became clear that many
Opera users had the browser configured to iden-
tify itself as lnternet [xplorer and this is, in fact,
the default identification. lt also became clear
that few Opera users were using the latest
version of the browser
QL-ers are obviously fast learners because the
equivalent figures for September 2006 were'

lnternet Explorer 40.0%

Netscape 30.0%

Opera 30.0%
Over 90% of Opera users are now using the
latest version 9.

Ephemeral Website
ln his Gee Graphics article in the last issue Herb
Schaaf reported that Hirofumi Fukiwara's website
was no longer available following the death of
the author:

His interest in this site was in a 10 part tutorial on
writing sudoku puzzles by hand Fortunately this
tutorial is available elsewhere The first part can
be found at'
http:l/www. pro.j p/ -luji/n 

u mplacelmakeproblem/
numplace0l.html.en

@
JUST IOBDS!

Rrger andktter
Just Words! has upgraded its website. lt is is now bigger,
befter and has more download possibilties:

http : / / members.ly cos.co .uh / geoffwicks / justw ards .htm

This is just the start of major changes designed to reflect
current developments in the QL Community.

Geoff Wcks, 5b Wordswarth Avenue,

Tet' +44 (0)1332 - 271366

Sinfin, Derby, DE24 9HQ, U.K.

ema il : gwicks@beeb. n et
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Power is a problem
Bill Cable organised the show this year as Al
Boehm is still recovering from his stroke lasl year
It was in Niagara Falls on the Canadian side. I had
visited Niagara two years ago when I stayed with
Bill. We were on the way back from a motorcycle
swapmeet in Ohio.
This time I again found an American Airlines site
that sold tickets in US dollars and again it was
30% cheaper than similar flights from UK sites.
The only problem is payment has to be made
with an American card {l used Bill's card!).

One time I went to the USA I took my bike -but
not planned. I was so delayed that I investigated
parking near Heathrow and found a free parking
slot within easy cycling but no good by public
transport - there was nonel This time I parked
there intentionall\r as I needed the bicycle at the
other end (see later) I had a very early morning
flight and there was no queue. The reason
became clear on the plane - there were maybe
40 passengers in a Boeing 7771 AI first we were
all crammed together in the usual lashion. I was
nexl to a 26 year old US Airforce lraq conscript
who was also a cop in Pittsburgh. On take off he
was gripping the seat and sweating'l am scared
of flying" - this was somehow re-assuring. lt
seems US forces are human.
I planned to watch a DVD. I turned on the
compuler and it immediately shut down with
dead battery light. Odd as I had left it on charge
al home. The second battery was OK, but Win-
dows stopped during 'Loading personal settings'
and reported it could nol use my user settings
file - a new fault to add to the long Windows list.

It said it was booting using Windows defaults. 0K
- no problem I would just climb the mountain of
re-setting one does when installing Windows. Not
so, as the next window reported that any
changes made would not be saved on log-off
Hrmm - al last I have found a major flaw in XP

So,
o Log on as Tony with defaults
o Make a new user

" Log o{f
o Log on as new user
o Delete user'tony'
e Make new user'tony'

. Log off
o Log on as 'tony'
o Delete new user

Phew ... but then I thought 's**t' - I have deleted
all 'tony' files. Windows is a little clever: and made
the new user 'tonyCOMPAQ'- but visible name
was 'tony', All my files were still there, so DVD
watching became a Windows restore. I suppose I

shouldn't complain. This was only the second
time in two years, compared with the bi-monthly
exercise on the previous W9B Battery though
ran out well before the flight was over so I had to
watch a bad film.

I arrived at JFK and met an old friend Fiona lived
next door to me in Ascot, and has moved around
the world ever since with her banker husband,
He actually worked in the twin towers, but was
out of town on that fateful day! We filled in the
three hours I had before the American Fagle
flight to Boston, eating. I wanted to charge my
laptop, but there were no power points. Power
was a problem, but I had enough battery to show
my house re-building photos - I had just finished
renovating a house in Aylesbury. I am doing
house building for Bill Cable as a breakl
At the gate for the Boston flight I found power
points. However an American lady was using
both. Power was a problem.'No problem - I will
unplug my phone"- so she proceeded to unplug
her laptop! I then realised I had forgotten my US
plug converter - it was in hold baggage. Power
was a problem. "Here you can borrow mine" said
an lranian girl opposite' I plugged my computer
in and no sign of life. Power was a problem. lt

looked like either a fuse or a dead power supply.
'You can use my power supply" said this very
pretty lranian. lt was exactly the same voltage/
current but wrong coax socket. Power was a
problem. I tried her fuse in my plug - and indeed,
my supply was dead. Power was still a problem
... so I had to resort to conversation. lt turned out
this 24 yr old very bright lranian girl was finding it

difficult to get her first 1ob as she kept on
speaking her mind, and people don't like that in

interviews They expect you to play the game.

,,. so onward to Boston, and the Dartmouth
Coach Co bus to Lebanon. lt took only 10 mi-
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nutes from landing to bus stop, so I caught the
early bus, saving two hours, What a civilised bus

{and driver). lt served 'free' water and Prelzels
and showed Annie Hall. Brilliant, as I had seen bits
of this film but never all I am looking forward to
reminding my teacher friend in Tring of 'Those

who cannot do, teach. Those who cannot teach,
teach German'. She is German and teaches
German!
I arrived at Lebanon to find American tagle had
broken my bike pedal power system, and the
carrier Power was still a problem. I managed to
get the pedal power working but not the carrier I

had to carry my 70lbs on my back. 0n the way
Mary Boyle {Bill's wife) passed me. "l have a full

car but I can take your back pack" - I think I

almost hugged her to deathl
Bill and I went through the list of things to do the
next day when he was working. One was that
the engine on his compressor kept dying. Power
was a problem for him too I went by motorbike
to the metropolis (West Lebanon and White River
Junction) to lry to find a power supply for my
laplop. First port of call was Computer Consul-
tants lnc tCC) | missed it, and passed Datacomm
lnc. That looked like somewhere to try later I

went back and found CC - but there was a note
saying they had moved to Dalacomml lt was a
real aladdin's cave of old PC bits but no laptop
power supplies. Radio Shack was next port of
call, and bingo. Juice lgo (Google for it!) is a

brilliant product. lt is a higher spec mains supply
than the one lwas replacing, but it also works off
12 volts. I remembered Radio Shack as THE
place to go for electronic parls and tools. They
have turned into a computer shop.
For the compressor I bought a spark plug and
carburettor cleaner I stripped the carburettor:
cleaned and re-assembled. I also replaced the
petrol, sorry gas. lt would not start. When Bill got
home, he said 'Sorry - I forgot to tell you you
have to do THIS to remove the load before
starting". lt ran first time and worked perfectly
Power was at last not a problem.
I also re-visited the Four Aces diner in White
River Junction. Bill Bryson had described it on UK
TV years ago as the "second besl diner in the
US, but I don't like Diners'. On the wall there is a
review extract. ln that he repeats how he doesn't
like diners, and says "The Fours Aces {ood is

excellent, unfortunately'.
The night belore we were due to leave for the
show in Niagara Falls, Mary got stuck on the way
home with a flat on their relatively new loyota
Prius hybrid car We were due to leave for the

show early Friday morning, so Bill and larrived at

a tyre repair shop very early morning. They
could find no fault but suspected a faulty valve
which was replaced. We set off for Niagara and
arrived about 18:30 uneventfully There was a

good quorum of Qlers there, and we tried to
organise supper There was no concensus {of
course) so Bill and I went roving looking for
suitable reslaurants. We ended up at Bpm in the
Korean restaurant dead opposite the hotel!
It was very good seeing Al Boehm there in good
spirits. He sung grace at the meal
On our return, we discovered the hotel wifi and
proceeded to get our internet kicks for the
evening.
ln the morning we found very little left of the
hotelbreakfast so went off to the pancake house
opposite!
The show room was excellent, despite half the
power sockets not working. There was a good
quota of traders and punters for a change. I am
not loo sure what actually happened as I spent
all my time on repairs of various types. I

managed to get most of the scheduled work
done, but didn't manage to get both Jon Kaczor's
disk drives or Doug Laverne's monitor working.
Bill kindly provided US QLs for spare parts.
Pizzas were provided by Bill for lunch, courtesy
of Nesqlug.
Jim Hunkins spoke on QDT and Doug Laverne on
QL internet connectivity, or the lack of it!

Bill, Mary and I left early as we were driving back
overnight. We ate in the "Falls View Restaurant"
and had a pretty average meal but an

extraordinary view of the Horseshoe Falls. I

discovered latet from the only technical info in a
thick glossy tourist guide, that 750,000 US
gallons of water flow every second - a quite
staggering statistic

We arrived back at about 3:30am. Up again at
07:30 for rehearsal at church at 08,30! Mary
deserves special thanks as I know she only went
for me that Sunday! I had been wanting to sing in



Mary's church choir in Meriden for years but had
never managed it before. lt was good to find that
all the music was familiar - Vaughan Williams and
Stanford. Even the hymn lunes were standard UK,

but not the words! ll turned out the priest was in
Mary's car on my arrival, so my bicycle and I got
a special mention.
The week was mainly spent re-building the side
of Bill's 'shop"{workshop). This was a job he had
been wanting to do
for years, but never
found the time lt
was good to be
involved in a more
major project than
during my previous
visits. lt was good to
see that the running
spring waler system
we installed a few
years ago to give
tapped water in their
kitchen was still ope
rational.
I returned to New
York on the follow
ing Sunday. Bill was
visiting a motorcycle swapmeet in Boston so he
gave me a lift He compiles CD records of the
vintage bikes at shows throughout the USA. I

was dropped off al N Station in Boston. However
we noticed this was on the bike route that Bill

had found on the web. This proved a brilliant way
into lhe airport via some very back streets of
Boston Again I saw that the non-tourist areas of
Boston are very very run down. ll was clear at
one point why the route took a very roundabout
way. One bridge was marked "Not for bikes' - it
was a rusty green 2-decker steel freeway 200
feel above the ground! The usable bridge was
an opening one, and the pavement {'road'in the
US) made using grids of steel bars. These were
fine for cars but not bikes My small Brompton
wheels fell into the gaps!
A bit nearer the airport I asked a local directions,
as the map was not too clear at that point. "l am
cycling into the airport." 'l have lived here for 30
years, buddy, and you cannot cycle into the
airport". I carry on, and find the right road. I

negotiated a street blocked to cars, went
lhrough a mansion block forecourt, and ended up
near the Hilton hotel. At that point the map routes
a long way around the hotel. 0n my right lsee a
road marked "Not for unauthorised vehicles" and
taxis and the shuttle buses were driving down il.

Now I was certainly not a vehicle and I could see
terminal A at the other end, so I cycled easily
down there to terminal B.

I was about B hours early for my flight, but I was
put on standby and got on a flight 30 minutes
later Worldnews.com had agreed to buy me a
return ticket to the UK, so I planned to break my
journey and stay in NY with Fiona and family
Fortunately I told the check-in, who were planning

to send my bags
direct to the UKI

The lourney to
Larchmont was
fine other than an
encounter with a

very angry train
conductor I was
trying to ask peo-
ple if this was the
right train but
they all spoke
only Spanishl The
conductor was
having a long
argument with a
passenger and
was f urious at

being inlerrupted, but I could see the train was
about to leavel Once the train had started, he
told me to remove my bike at the next station I

knew from previous visits that bikes were
allowed outside rush hours {and this was Sunday),
but it seemed politic simply to fold it into its bag.
No more was said by him!

lf you ever visit Manhatten, the Bodies exhibition
at South Street is mandatory. These are xreal*

bodies preserved with silicon, and it was quite

incredible. Amongst other things, I had not
realised how fibre-like nerves actually are. Also
seeing the number ol smoke-blackened lungs
there were was very salutary. .. and I got a

senior discount with my driving license!
One interesting feature of this trip was using the
SIP phone my son Ben had configured for me
We have an Asterisk server at home, and this
handles all my phones - BT VOIP and the SIP
phone on the laptop. Whenever my laptop is

connected to the internet, then my home phone
is there for incoming and outgoing calls. I even
get answer machine messages as emails. This
worked even on Bill's 20k dial-up connection.
I arrived back in the UK on 14 October after
another memorable US trip. I hope to be back
soon for the next US show



When Marcel Kilgus gave us Window Manager 2,

one of lhe new leatures which became available
to us was Colour Themes.
Basically, it means you can set up a list of stan-
dard colours to be used for window colours, but-
ton colours, loose item colours and so on via
something called the System Palette, which is a
sort of list of colours to be used for the usual
pointer environment loose items and so on.

Many modern programs will make use of this
facility - they will use this standard list of colours
to make sure they have a consistent appearance,
so if you set up a colour list with some nice cool
grey paper colours, programs like QPAC2, Menu
Extension {QMenu} menus, QSpread 4, QD and
Launchpad will use the same set of colours - in

other words, the same Colour Theme Until you
experience it, you don't appreciate how nice it is
to have programs with consistent appearance.
This article sets out to show how to make use of
Colour Themes without having to know anything
much about the programming theory. Once you
have the Theme files, all you have to do is LRUI\
or EX a short BASIC program to apply the colour
theme via the System Palette facility and that's all

there is to it!

The term Colour Themes came into being when
Wolfgang Uhlig took it upon himself to create a
program called QCoCo (reviewed in QL Today
Vol.l0lssue 1) which gave us a user friendly way
of creating these Colour Themes without having
to mess about with programming at all. QCoCo
just saves the list of colours in one file. Wolfgang

Figure 1- Themes-Bas

100 REMark apply colour thene to System Palette 0
110 INPUT #0r'Colour theme filenane > ';theme$
120 OPEN*IN #3,theme$
130 entries = 57 : RXMark number of word length entries in 1i-st
140 nenory = ALCHP(2*entries)
150 addr = D€mory
160 FOR addr = addr T0 addr+2x(entries-1) STEP 2
770 INPUT #J,co1our-word$
180 colour = IlEX(colour_wordg(2 T0 LEN(colour_wordg)))
190 P0KE-I{ addr, colour
200 END FOR addr
210 SP-SET memoryrOrentries : REMark apply
220 RECHP memory : REMark release heap memory used
23A CLASE #3
240 PRINT #0,theme$;r applied.t

ryl.-;-6-*-***;+.#*'--*-..,**",;,;,,* ii,, W Mftqm. .'.,, .._3"**
,,^ \A/;^,.1^,r, trr^^^^^, -) l-"*"*.*******;;;*Ji;;d3

introduced the name Colour Themes and it's
stuck. Much more friendly than more technical
sounding terms like System Palette!
Wollgang Uhlig and I have created several o{
these colour theme files and they are available
from our websites:
My Ql- site: www.dilwyn.uk6.neVgd2/index.html
Wolfgang Uhlig's QL website,
http://home.planet.nl/- uhlig001 /qUqcoco.html

Applying the Themes
Once you have the Colour Theme files {they are
files having names ending with -thm), you need
to know how to use them.
The more complex way to use them is to apply
them via QCoCo or Launchpad.
The easy way is to run the little basic program in

figure 1. This asks lor the filename of the theme
file and applies it to System Palette 0, which is

the one most programs will use by default. Don't
worry if you have older programs which don't
understand Colour Themes and System Palettes
- they will continue to use the old fixed colours
like they always did.

Alternatively if you are an SBASIC user (SBASIC

is the version of SuperBASlC supplied with
SMSQ/E) you can EX the slightly modilied
version of the program in figure 2, which will
quietly apply the colour theme without even
announcing its presence.
EX FLPI-THEI'IES--DI-bas; I FLPI-BLACK-TII].1 I



Figure 2 - Themes-Ex-Bas

100 REMark apply colour thene to Systen Palette 0
110 thene$ = CMD$

120 OPEN_IN #3,theme$
130 entries = 57 : REMark number of word length entries 1n list
1/r0 nemory = nl0flP(2xentries)
150 addr = ft€ilory
160 FOR addr = addr T0 addr+2x(entries-1) STEP 2
770 INPUT #Jrcolour-word$
180 colour = HEX(colour-word$(Z rO LEN(colour-word$)))
190 POKE-W addrrcolour
200 END FOR addr
210 SP-SET memoryrOrentries : REMark apply
220 RECHP nemory : REMark release heap memory used
230 CLOSE #3
240 QUIT

Colour Themes
The files themselves just consist of 57 word-
length entries stored as hexadecimal values pre-

ceded with a '$' symbol. You don't need to know
much about this, anyone wishing to know more
is referred to Window Manager documentation
and articles such as Wolfgang Lenerz's 'New

Functionalities in SMSQ/E' in vol 7 issue 6 and
vol. B issue 1 of QL Today Lines which have the
most significant bit set (bit 15=1) are 15 bit RGB
values, read Window Manager documentation for
the formats of other colour values such as those
for border types. Once opened, the theme files
are poked into a 114 byte table (2 bytes for each
of the 57 entries), and a SP*SET command is

issued to set the default Syslem Palette 0 to the
list of colours in the table, starting from element 0
with 57 entries. Current Window Managers use
57 entries - this may change in future versions if
Marcel Kilgus so decides.

QDOS and SMSQ/E
lf you have a recent version of SMSQ/E {version
3 00 or later) with Window Manager 2, or QDOS
with pointer environment version 2 or later you
should be able to use Colour Themes straight
away. SMSQ/I updates can be obtained from
your nearest SMSQ/E resellet while version 2 ot
pointer environment is available from Wolfgang
Lenerz's website,
http://wwwscppaulet-lenerz.com/smsqe/Add 1 .html

or from the Pointer Environment page on my
website,
http://www.dilwyn.uk6.neVpe/index.html
Obviously, on systems which don't have 256
colour or 16 bit colour displays, the system is limi-

ted to seleclions of the four basic colours black,

white, red and green. You can still have fun devi-
sing simple 4 colour themes for each day of the
week if you wish, the point being that you can
still enjoy consistency of appearance with recent
software. My collections of themes include a few
for 4 colour mode 0 use - these have"m4'in the
filename.

Where to get suitable Programs
Many programs from Jochen Merz Software and
QBranch use the System Palette QPACI,
QPAC2, QMenu, QD and QSpread to name a few
Suqcess2 database from Bob Spelten {the more
recent development of Wolfgang Uhlig's original
Suqcess) can also use colour themes.
Recent programs from Per Witte- Msprv Qwirc,
D-Miner and PED for example - are capable.
Most of my recent software is suitable - Launch-
pad, Q-Trans, Calculator Calendar Screen
Snatcher Pic Viewel Text File Viewel Reformat,

QStarter QFiles, Sides, Sort & Column Print,

QXL\JVIN Manager etc are all included and I do
hope that all my new QL software will be suitable.
I hope over time lo produce updated versions of
older programs.
Marcel Kilgus has made some programs available
on his website to demonstrate use of the new
colours, and has 'hacked' or updated versions of
some older programs {e.g. Qascade}.
Some programs are supplied to make use of the
GD2 colours, but do not use the system palette
mechanism Examples are the S-Edit text editor
from Ralf Rekdndt, current versions of QDT from
James Hunkins and programs which use a fixed
house-style set of GD2 colours, like those from
the Just Words stable. lt is important to note that
programs which do not recognise colour themes
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will continue to work OK on GD2 systems if you
apply a colour theme. They'll just ignore the
applied colour theme and carry on working lust
fine in their old colours like they always did.

Cancelling a Colour Theme
lf you wish to reset the system colours after
experimenting with colour themes, just use an

SP-RESET command from basic.

Conclusion
I hope that this article has shown you that you
don't have to be a programmer to make use of
Colour Themes, and that you don't have to
worry about older programs failing to work if you
start using lhe new colour themes, as older
programs just ignore the colour theme.
An interesting but harmless side effect you may
run into which iust looks a bit odd without
causing any errors is a program which uses the

Menu fxtension The QMenu menus like File

Select and List Select will pick up on the new
colour theme while the main program won't.
Example of this include Norman Dunbar's Printer-
Master 2, which runs in the old-style four colours,
or programs from me like Deskjet-A5 and Side-
writer which use QMenu menus a lot. When
these call up a QMenu menu to do certain
functions, these appear in the new colours!
Entirely harmless, but does look a little odd at
first until you get used to it.

Just using pre-defined themes like the ones
mentioned here is enough in itself to make your

Qling more colourfull The fact that the malor QL
soflware used by most people {QPAC2, QMenu
and QD for example) is a good starting point and
as more and more aulhors write new software
making use of the new Window Manager facili-

ties, and updated programming tools like Easyptr
4 make it so easy to produce new software,
things {and the programsl} are looking good.

For a change, I thought I'd send in a short and
useful listing. lt's a program for indexing text files,
which is written in superbasic and easy to
modify tweak and tinker with. Even though the
QL has been around for over twenty years, I still

find it so easy to write programs like this that I

don't think I could ever face up to owning a

computer without superbasic on it - a complete
indexing program you can easily modify yourself
in less than 60 lines of code!
A list of words to be indexed is placed in DATA

statements at the end of the program, and it uses
this list to scan the document and generate an
index text file, listing page numbers at which
these words are found.
The text file should be a plain text file with the
required number of lines per page as in the
printed version of the document - generate such
a file with the print to file commands of most
word processors and text editors.
It is best if this text file contains no formfeed
characters to upset the line count and page
number calculations, but if formfeed characters
are found, the program tries to compensate by
adjusting the line number count to the nearesl
multiple ol the number of lines per page {i.e
where it thinks the next page should start). Not
perfect, but adequate for a simple program like
this.

lndexer works by making a separate pass
through the file for every word to be indexed.
This is slow and inefficient, especially for large
text files, but it made it much easier to write this
program and keep it short enough for publication
A better way of coding this might be to set up a
string array with the list of words found and add
the page numbers to the array entries to build up
the index, then write the array out to disk after-
ward - this would only need one pass through
the text file, but make the program lisling longer:

lndex Format
The program generales an index as follows,
Screen 7r2r4r,
FI]..e 7,2,3,4
LRESPR 1

BASrC L,2,4,6
Editor 1
qL 112,3,115
Extension 7r2r3
Smsq 1,J
Qdos 1r3

The index simply consists of the word searched
for followed by a space, and a list of page num-

bers in which this word was found, separated by
commas. lt's quite easy to alter the format by



adjusting the PRlNTu3 statements in lines 420lo
440 and 540.

The index is a plain text file - this can be loaded
into your favourite editor once generated.

Search Words
The words to be indexed are simply entered into
the DATA statements at the end of the program.

The listing just shows a few QL terms I used to
test it, iust delete these and add the required
search words in their place in lines 660 onward.
lndexer uses the EOF function in line 310 to
detect the end of the list of search words. The
use of INSTR ensures upper and lower case
words are matched, so you can enter the words
in the DATA statements in the case in which they
should appear in the index

Line by Line Commentary
120-140 - get details required from user (filenames

and number of lines per page).

160- set up the index output file

210 - check if all index words have been read
from DATA

220'gel the next word,

240 - open the text file to search for current
word.

260-28A - variables used in indexing

310-320 - get a line of text from the file.

330 - increment line number count

350 - check if word exists on this line.

370 - calculate page number

380 - prevents duplicate entries in the index from
the current page by keeping a record of which
page the word was last found on (last-page-no)
and the current page.

400-440 - control formatting of index by ensuring
that if this is the first occurrence found, the word
itself and any spacing before the list o{ page
numbers is sent to the index, followed by the first
page number lf this is second or later occur-
rence, a comma is sent before the next page
number to separate the page numbers. Line 450
sets the variable last*page-no to remember the
last page number on which this word was found,
to prevent duplicate page number entries.

500 - compensate for formfeeds by adjusting line

number count to the line where start of nexl
page is expected.

540 - output newline between each word listed in

index.

550 - show progress on the screen (word being
searched for and number of index entries).

560 - close text file.

590-close index file.

620 ' if you want to see the index on screen
after the program has finished, a quick option is
to add a VIEW op$ command on this line

660 words to be indexed listed in DATA

statements from here on.

Suggestions for Ti nkeri ng!
To keep readers out of mischief until the next QL
Today comes along, here are some suggestions
for improving the program

1 Play around with the output format in lines 420
to 440 and 540 At the moment, the output is the
search word, a couple of spaces, and a list of
page numbers. The page number list is ragged
edged - separate the words and page number
lists into columns by tabulating across to a suita-
ble position belore printing the page numbers

2. The program reads the text file once for every
word, so that it can output results on one line for
each word. Build up the index in a string array in
memory instead of writing immediately to disk,
this should allow you to write the entire list in one
go with only one pass through the text file. Hint'
Copy the words from DATA into a wide string
array and keep a record of number of finds for
each entry, and only write out the array entries
where finds'0.

3. lmprove the formfeed handling - at the moment
if the formfeed occurs at the slart of a line, the
rest of the line is treated as being on the
previous page irrespective of whether the word
is found before or after the formfeed in the line

4. Superbasic makes il easy for us to edit the
DATA statements to alter the search word list.

You may find this acceptable, or you may like to
alter the program to get the list of search words
from a separate text file.

5. The program uses INPUT to get each line of
text from a file. On some ROM versions this will
fail if lines are longer than 128 characters, or if the
last line in the file does not end with a linefeed
character You might like to try error trapping the
INPUTfi statement lor an end-of-file errol remem-
ber where the INPUTS statement was in the file
(file-pos=FPOS1n41 before the input then go



back here il an end-of-file error has been around this by adding spaces before or after the
trappedland read back character by character to search word, but you may like to experiment with
the end of the file. line 350 to check what is either side of the

6. rf you are a pointer environment user use file :9919[yotd 
where it was found- think of a list of

selection menus such as eMenu to 
-iefell delimiters for words such as spaces, punctuation

filenames. marks, numbers, control codes, starts or ends of

7 Add error rrapping to rhe riu opening n'r'-if;ll;frifJii!il':.'j,.:[-#?l'j.|jf5commands the start or 6nd of a line of text, and there are no

B. Short search words may be found within letters immediately to the left or right of it,

longer words as it stands, for example, the words assume the 'match' has been found inside ano-

ON- or lN may be found inside words like ther word.

CONTINUE To some extent, you can work Have fun!

100 REMark QL Document Indexer by David Denham.
110 CIS : CtS #0
120 INPUT #0rtDoeunent filename , t;ip$
130 INPUT #0r'Index file filename ) ';op$
140 INPUT #0r'Lines per page ' ';lpp
L50 ;

160 OPEN-]IE$ #3,op$ : REMark The output index file.
770 :

180 PRINT rlndexing : r; : REST0RE
190 :

200 REPeat indexing-words
zLA IF EOF = 1 TIIEN EXIT inclexing-words
22A READ sch-word$ : PRINT ! sctr-word$; : REMark Show seareh word
230 :

24A 0PEN-IN #4rip$ : REMark The plain text file
250 :

260 line--no = 0 : REMark line number in file being read
270 found = 0 : REMark oceurrences found of this word
280 last-page-no = -1 : REMark not yet found
290 :

300 REPeat read-1ines-of-text
310 IF E0F(#/t) = 1 ?t{EN EX]T read-1ines*of-text
320 INPUT #/*,1ine-of-text$ : REMark Get a li-ne from the text fi1e.
330 line-lo = line-no + 1

340 :

3rO fF sctt-word$ INSTR line-of-text$ TIIEN

360 REMark l^Iord has been founil in line - Caleulate page number.
37A page-ro = 1 + INT((1ine-:ro-1)/1pp)
380 fF page--no < > last*page-:ro TIIEN

390 REMark 0n1y add one occurrence per page to the index.
/+00 found = found + 1
410 REMark Edit following lines to alter format of the index
l+20 IF found = 1 TIIEN PRINT #3,sch*word$;' 'i430 IF found ) 1 THEN PRINT #3r',,i : REMark separator
/+/+0 PRINT #J,page--no;
lrn last-page-ns = page-no : REMark prevent duplicate page entries
t+60 END IF
47A END IF
480 :

490 REMark if line contains formfeed, adjust line count to next page
500 IF CI{R$(12) INSTR line-of-text$ THEN 1i-ne-no =
( lpp*rNT ( ( line-no+1pp-1) /lpp) ) +1
51A END REPeat read*1ines-of-text
,20 :

530 REMark if any occurrences of this word found, need a newline



,10 IF found , O THEN PRINT
,50 PRINT ! "("&foun6gtt)tt !

,60 cLOsE #/r

570 END REPeat indexing*words
584 :

590 CLOSE #3
600 :

610 PRINT #0, rlndexing completed.'
620 REMark Add VIEW op$ command here to view index file created.
630 STOP
64a :

650 HXMark list of words to be indexed follows
660 DATA rSereenr, rFiler, TLRESPRT, TBASICT, rEditortr tQLt

670 DATA rExtensionr, rSmsqr, tQdosl

#3,
: REMark show occurrenees on screen

One of the limitations of the PE is that any win-
dow opened by a program has to fit inside the
main application window {or the Outline, in PE par-

lance). This can be a bloody nuisance, as you

may be aware.
Pox sets out to demonstrate a workaround to
this problem. But Pox is more than that. lt brings
together a number of useful techniques, many of
them only recently available, to bring them to the
attention of programmers and tinkerers who may
not yet be aware of them. To name d few: Pox is

a workable Hinting routine, it also demonstrates
the use of larger-than-Outline windows and dia-
logs in programs. lt demonstrates some rudimen-
tary inter-job communicalion. lt uses the Home
Directory Thing, and shows some simple ways of
using the System Palettes. Hopefully both begin-
ners and more advanced programmers rnay find

something of use.
Technical criticism and debate is welcomed.
The examples here use the latest version of
EasyPtr and Qliberalor to achieve this, but the
principles should be relatively easy to apply to
other syslems by those who are lamiliar with
them. Though the programs are writlen for
SMSQ/I V3.11+, it shouldnt be too difficult to alter
them to work with Qdos/Minerva running PE2.

Pox - short for POpup eXtended - displays a

string, that
may be wider
than the Out-
line, in a hint
window al-

lowing the full
string to be
shown. {See
illustration)

Fortune fauour* the prepured nind

Pox consists of a number of parts. Most of those
parts are re-usable as ternplates for your own
programs. You will find the cornplete package on
the current QL Today Cover Disk {which came
with this issue) or create your own from scratch
following the detailed instructions below.
tither way it is useful to keep all the bits toge-
ther in a single project folder or directory For

simplicity I'll refer to this folder as winlprg-pox-
Wherever you see this location referred to, re-
place it with your chosen location.

Hint Menu
The first thing you need is the Hint menu, like the
one used in a previous demonstration of hinting
published here in V10/13/p21. lf you don't have it,
then brie{ly here are the details once again.

Alternatively skip down to Demo Menu:
Creale a null sprite,eg a sprite of size 0, 0 {PE2}
or 2,0 the rest. Now fire up Easy Menu and load
the saved null sprite into the program. Set that
sprite to be lhe pointer sprite for the present
menu definition.
Next choose the outline Attributes and set the
border to Hint Border. No need to fiddle with any
other attributes. Finally DO the Change menu to
bring up the outline window metrics and enler
the following data into the table:

X0 Y0 Object

1 4 211 720 250O 92 -) spr

The significant columns here are columns 2 to 5.

The rest can be left alone. The '4' in columns 2
and 4 signify that the subsequent dimension can
be varied freely. Finally call your menu'hint'and
save it in the propct folder

rt; HinL tri*a ESC

i-;,6: *".4--" x; " "-rEa.--:K'l'-
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Demo Menu
For the Demo menu you could re-use the
Hintdemo menu described in V10il3 as for the
Hint menu above, or you could create a minimalist
demonstration menu in EasyPtr wilh the following
characterlstics' A main window with a Move and
an Exit butlon and room enough to take a no
less than 124 x 116 pixel Application window, as
per the illustration above.

Demo Program
The Demo program contains all the functional
code you will need to get extended line hinting in

your own programs. My comments normally
describe the code block immediately above,
unless otherwise stated'

1 ren
2 rem
3.
4 tinepfl
5 tirnedf
6 pa1

7:

Pox Deno V0.01
(C)pjwitte 2oo6

= 100: rem Tineout before pop-up
= 300: rem Pop-up dlsplay tirne
= 0 : ren User*configurable

palette 0..J lor addr]

timep?o and fimed% affect the behaviour of the
popup window and could be user-configurable.
pal defines the palette number lt can have the
values 0 to 3 lt could also be user-configurable.

8 randonise alate
9:
10 din dat$(16, 30), ddat$(16, 18)
11 for i% = 0 to dtunn(dat$)
12 tor j% = 1 to rnd(2 to ainn(dat$(0)))
13 aat$(ifl) = dat$(iS)&chr$(rnd(32 to 191))
L4 endfor jl
L5 ddat$(i$) = dat$(if)
16 endfor if
]-7:

This is where your application would read or
generate some data. Here it is replaced by some
dummy code. This produces some random
length random strings and puts them into two
arrays. The first array dat$, contains the full

length string, the second, ddat$, only as much of
lhe string as can be displayed in the Application
window.
Note: The last dimension of ddat$ may need to
be altered if you are using an Applicalion window
of a smaller size than my demo.

18 spjobpal -1, pa1: ren Set system palette
to use for this and sub-jobs

19:

Sets the System palette for the program to use.
See also the Pox program below

2A eb% = fopen(#g; 'con-')
2L ndraw#eh%; hone*dlr$ & 'hi-ntdeno-renf
22 navdrav#ch$; 1, ddat$

Opens and draws the main program menu.
Note the use of home-dir$, This applies only
to SMSQIF versions 3.11+ The hintdemo-men
file must then be located in the directory from
which the demo is executed. Non-SMSQ/E
users will have to hard-wire the location of the
menu and accompanying Pox-obj program.

23 -.

2/, vsa = nwdef(#ch%): cia = peek_l(wsa)+ /+8:

ren Pointer to current iten
25|

cia points to the location in the Working
Delinition that is updated with the Currenl ltem
(if any) on return from the mcallt call.

ZOeW=Ui
ren Events

27 it% = *1: Lit/ = it%:
rem Current and last i.tens

28 sv% = -1,: Lsuf = sw%:

rem Current sub window aad last sub window
29 din pv%(15):

rem Init pointer record
30:

These variables must be initialised before the
loop runs. ev% could be used for other things,
such as timers. Lines 27 and 28 initialise some
program switches.

J1 rep main
32 iten = neaalt(#eb%, evfi, tinep%)
33 pva].#cltf; pv%

lf an item is hit, or it timed out, a snapshot of
the pointer record is taken in pv%

3/- if iten = -1280 then
35 ren timed out

mcallt returns -1280 on timeout, so this is

where the hinting action goos:

Iit% = il%: l-svf = sw/'
11$ = peek-w(cia): svf - pv%{z)
it it% = Litgl and sw% * Isvf: next main

Switches are set to ensure that the same item
doesn't gel called up repeatedly The signifi-
cance of the Current item {it?o} is different in the
main window from the application window so
therefore we need two values to judge what is
required; one for each {sub-}window The win-
dow the pointer is in is found in pv%Q) and
now in sw%.

36
37
38
39:



17
1.8

19
5A
51
52
,3

40 se1 on swf
1L = -1: ren Main window
12 se1 on it#
1-3 = 0: Pox ruove tr{indowt
44 = 1: Pox 'Quit Progran'
15 = renainder: Pox ?F\rniture t & itf
16 endsel

Only the standard buttons are found in the marn

window such as Move and Exit. Anything else is
trapped, for the sake of this demo.

= 0: ren Sub windov 0
se1 on it%
= -250: Pox rBlank?

= 28000 to 32767: Pox rDont know ' & it%
= renainder: pox dat$(its)
endsel

endsel

This handles the Application window trapping the
furniture and any oblect or action it doesn't know.
The relevant line is pointed to by it%, derived
directly from the Current ltem item number The
line can now be sent to Pox to be displayed in its
full glory.

,1 else
55 if iten < 0 then
,6 select on item
57 = -1: rem Wmove (but never gets here)
58 = -2: quit
59 endsel
60 endif
6t sv% = -1111: rem Reset
62 endif
6J endrep main

Above are the normal action routines of the
program. Not much in lhe case of this demo.

64:
65 &et proc rox(txt$)
66 loc id
6'7 id = few(home-dlrg & rPox-objt; hexg(pal,

32) & txt$)
68 enddef Pox
69:

The Pox function merely calls up the program
that does all the hard work. For the meaning of
the parameters, see the Pox program, below.
Note the use of home-dir$ again. id could return
a message from the called job: a negative intger
representing an errol or any other return value.
This would be returned by the calling job with
QUIT ,n' (with ,n' being some return code).
The pal parameter is not used to good effect in

this demo. ln a real program you'ld allow your
user to specify any of the four built-in system
palettes. ll you had a house livery for exanple,
you could specify your own palette, or choice of
palettes lf you were feeling particularly gene-

rous, you might even allow the user to devise his
own palette specifically for use with your
program. Either way, Pox will handle it. For Pox
pal can have a value from 0 to 3 or the address
of a valid palette definition in memory.
Beware, Any value outside 0..3 is taken to be an
address, so carelessness could crash the
machine.

Pox Program
You've seen how the Demo program used the
home-dir$ to find its menu definition I could well
have used this technique here, but thought I'd

move on to something more advanced. The
program is to be compiled The following steps
should be familiar to those who frequently use
EasyPtr,
You need to use EasyPtr's Appman utility to pre-
pare the hint menu for appending to the com-
piled code. Simply start up Appman and specify
that you want to load a menu l-oad the hrnt*men
menu prepared earlier and save the file as
Pox*app. Then load it into S*Basic with LRESPR
Modify line 1 below according to where you put
it. Type in and compile the lines below and place
the obiect file in the pox project folder

1 remark $$asnb=win1-prg_poxJox*appr0, 10
2 renark $$chan=2
J renark $$stak=128
4 renark $$heap=512
4.

Show QLib where the binary is, and set the
memory overheads. These values are rough
estimates.

6 rern POX - P0pup eXternal - External Hlnt
7:
8 ren (C)pjwitte 2oo5
9 ren V0.01 Novenber LTth 2005
10:
11 sp-Jeintbd$ = 552: rem Hint border
12 sp-hintbgfi = 553: rem Hint background
13 sp-hintfg% = 551:- rem Hint foreground
t4:
15 1f len(CMD$) . 9: quit
16 c$ = sl66

lf the command line is wrong, whatever executed
this program didn't mean to and the program
terminales without a squeak.

17 urn*pox = appa0(tthinttt): rem Menu address
18:

Get the address of the menu definition

19 pal = trex(c$(l to 8))
20 if pal , 3 or pa1 < 0 then
21 spjobownpal -1, pal: rem Use ealling



job's private palette
22 else
23 spjobpal *1, pa1: ren Use systen palette
24 end.if
25:

lf pal is an address {presumably somewhere in
the calling lob's heap) use that, otherwise use
system palette 0.3 (The standard system pa-

lettes all use a yellow hint window background,
so you won't see much difference between
them. The technique is more useful with other
external obiects you could implement.)

26 c$ = c$(g to)

The rest of the parameter is the text to display

27 din pv%(]j)
28:
29 eh% = fopen(#0; tteon-tt)

30 rdpt#eh%; /r8: pval#eh%; pv%: close#ch%
3t x% = pvfi(t4). y% = pv%(tl) + z

Find out pointer location, but discard window
again as it interferes with operations..

32L%= 1en(e$) x6+1
33 x94 = x% * (f% Aiv 2): if xsf , 1: xsf" = 1

34:

Calculate size of window required. {There is no
contingency for text that exceeds the width of
the screenl)

35 ebfi = fopen(#0; ucoLtr)
36 ndraw#ehfi; mn-pox, xs%, y%, If", 71,

37 rdpt#cbfi; 48, xfi, y$
18 wn*paper#ch%; sp-hintbg% : mrr-ink#ch%;
sp*Jrlntfg%
39 cursor#ch%; 2' 2: print#ehld; c$;
40 fipt#ch%; 9
lrL ;

Open and display hint window and show the text.
Die on a drrect click or the slightest movement of
the pointer - even if the window is buried,

The concept of using external dialogs or utilities
can of course be widened QMenu's file selector
and other dialogs lend themselves particularly
well to such use. No excuse anymore taking up
half the screen with two buttons and a line of
text because you need the window for File

Select laler!
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Don't worry it's not as bad as it sounds. What I'm talking about is the internal package of routines,
provided by the operating system, to allow various mathematical operations to be carried out. For

example, multiplying lwo floating point numbers together or finding the square root of a number and

so on.

The two entry points to this useful set of routines is known (in old QDOS format) as Rl-tXEC - which
carries out a single operation - and R|-EX[CB - which carries out a stream of operations. For SMSQT

users the names are QA-OP and QA-MOP respectivellt
These are vectored routines which simply means that you can find where they are by loading the
contenls of a word in memory. lf lhe actual location of the code moves around between versions of
SMSQE {As QDOS is not being updated} then the vectors remain in the same place

lb calla vectored routine is quite simple. Allyou do is set up the entry registers as per the QDOSMSQ
documentation, load an address register with the vector and JSR {An} as follows ,

move.w ca*gtflra2
jsr (a2)

; Fetch floating point paraneter(s)
;Doit



0n return, D0 will be set to an error code or zero if it all worked ok All currenl vectors are WORD
sized by the way
Without any further hesitation, lets jump straight in with some example code. The following short
routine shows the RI-EXEC entry point to the maths package in use. lt is a simple demonstration and
creates a new funclion names ROOT which simply returns the square root of its single parameter

x Equates as required.

err_bp
bv-rip
rLsqrt

equ
equ
equ

_t5
$58
$28

; Bad paraneter error
; Maths stack pointer
; 0p cocle for square root

,( Usual start block for PRO0edure and Fulrlction extensions.

start lea clefine, a1
nove.w BP-INITra2
jsr (a2)
rts

Pointer to the definition table
The veetor we need to use (= $110)
Call the vectored routine
And return any errors back to SuperBasic

)t
t(

Definition bloek for our new functlon.

define cle"w
dc. w

dc.w

dc.w
dc.b

clc.w

0
0

1

0 new procedures
End of procedures

There is 1 function

First function

; End of functions

root-*
/., tR00T'

0

x The actual start of the R00T code is next.

root

bad paran
quit

nove.1 a5rd7
sub.1 a)rd7
cmpi.w #8,d7
beq.s get_1
rnoveq #err-bp, d0
rts

End of paraneters
Mlnus start of paraneters
Do we have a single parameter ?

Yes
Bad Paraneter error
Exit.

x The single floatlng point paraneter is fetched next.

get-1 move.w ca*gtfpra2
jsr (a2)
tst.1 d0
beq.s got-ok
rts

; We want a floating polnt variable
; Fetch it
; Did 1t work ?

; Yes it did
; Bale out wlth error code otherwise

tt

x Check that it all worked.

got_ok cnpi.w #1,d3
bne.s bad*param

; Make sure we only got one parameter
; Oops !

*
*

The value on the arithnetic stack is ready to be SQRTed.

do-it moveq #rlsqrt, d0
moveq #0rd7
nove.$ RI_EXEC,a2
jsr (a2)
tst.1 d0
bne. s qui-t

; Tale square root
; Must be zero or crash !

; Get vector
;Doit
;Vasitok?
; 0ops !



x If all went we11, returq the new value on the arithrnetie stack as a float.

ret_fp

Save the above code to a file {mine is called square-root-asm} and assemble it. Once done, LRESPR

the resulting bin file (square-root-bin) and try it out as follows:

PRrNT Roor(9)
PRrNT Roor(1oo)
PRrNr Ro0T(25)

and so on. You can make sure that it is working properly by comparing the result from ROOT with the
corresponding result ior SQRT
There is nothing complicated in the code. Most of the above is checking that we expect a single
parameter and checking that everything worked on and so on. lt is the last B lines of code that do the
actual work and return the result to SuperBasic.
The example above shows how a single operation is carried out. What do you have to do if the
mathematical operation you want to perform takes more than a single step?
The answer is simple, you build a list of steps as byte values and terminate them wilh a zero byte,
then call R|-EX[CB to execute the sleps in order

Here is another example which uses a relatively simple set of commands to work out the Nth root of
any number Sounds complicated but it is quite simply done using about the only bit of maths'trickery'
that lcan remember from my time at school.
The following simple SuperBasic code willdemonstrate:

1000 DEFine FuNetion AnyRoot(n, n)
1010 :
1020 REMark Returns the Nth root of the nunber M

1030 :

10/'0 t00a1 lnir
1050 :
1060 1n-r = tN(m)
1070 ln-Jr = 1n-:n / n
1080 RnTurn EIP{ln"i)
1090 END DEFine

lf you type the above into SuperBasic and call it as follows, you can calculate all the roots you want:

PRINT AnyRoot(1}}, 3) : rem calculate the cube root of 100

And so on. The code works and works quite well, howeve[ as this is an Assembly Language tutorial
series, lcan't let you off the hook that easily! Here's the Assembly version.

x Equates as requirecl.

noveq #2rd/+
rts

; Return FP nuuber
; Exi.t with result

err-bp
bv rio
rLln
rLdiv
rLexp
rLend

equ -L5
equ $58
equ $2a
equ $10
equ $2e
equ $00

; Bad parameter errot
; Maths stack pointer
; Take IN of a number
; Divide Top of stack into next on stack
; D(P of a nunber
; End of opcodes list

t(

It Usual start block for PR0Cedure and FtNction extensions.

start 1ea define,al
nove.w BP-INIT,a2
jsr (a2)
rts

Pointer to the definition table
The vector we need to use (= $110)
Ca11 the vectored routine
And return ar$r errors back to SuperBasic
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x Definition block for our new function.

define dc.w 0
dc.r* 0

dc.w L

de.w arqrroot-x
dc.b 7, IAI'IYB0OT'

dc.i.r

; 0 new proeedures
; End of procedures

; There is 1 function

; First funetion

; End of functions

x The actual start of the AI'IYRO0T code is next.

argrroot nove.l a5,d7
sub.l a)rd7
cmpi.w #1-:6,d7
beq.s get_2

bad*param moveq #err-bprd0
uit rts

; End of paraneters
; Minus start of paraneters
; Do we have two pararneters ?

; Yes

; Bad Paraneter error
; Exit.q

l(
*.

The two floating point parameters are fetched next.

geu move.w ea-gtfp,a2
jsr (a2)
tst.1 d0
beq.s got_ok
rts

; I,le want floating point variables
; Fetch
; Dld it work ?

; Yes it did
; Bale out with error eode otherwise

*
*

Check that it aI1 worked.

got-ok cmpi.w #2,d3
bne.s bad param

; Make sure we only got one paraneter
; 0ops !

*
t(

A list of op eodes to calculate the Nth root of ltI.

op-codes dc.b rldiv
dc.b rlexp
dc.b rlend

; Divide T0S into NOS

; Take DG of T0S

; End of op eodes

x At thls point there are two values on the stack :
*
x 0(A6,A1.L) = M = Big value
tf 6(A6,A1.1) = N = Root to find
*
x To work out our Nth root of M, we need to do the following :
i(
x Take the LN of I'1.

x Divide it by N.
x Take the D(P of the result.
x Return it to SuperBasic.
*

0f eourse, i.tts never as easy as it seens !*
t(

do-it

..***$
:.H:tu:-'

moveq #ri*lnrd0
noveq #0,d7
move.w RI_JruCra2
jsr (a2)
tst.1 d0
bne.s quit

; LN op code
; Must be zero or crash !

; Get vector
;Doit
; I{as it ok ?

; 0ops !



x Now the stack is holding the followlng :
*
x 0(A6,A1.1) = rN(M)
)t 6(46,A1.1) = N = Root to find.
It
x They are the wrong way around :o(

swap-tos nove.l 0(a6,a1.1),d7
nove.l 6(a6,aL.l),d6
exg d6,d7
nove.1 d7r0(a6ra1.1)
move.1 d6,6(a6,a1.1)
move.w /+(a6ra].L) rdT
move.w 10(a6,a1.1),d6
exg d6,d7
nove.w d7 r4(a6ra7.L)
rnove . w d6, 10 ( a6, a1 . 1)

Get a long word
And another
Swap then around
Store
Store

Swap again

Now we have N and LN(!I) swapped

t
t
,
t
,

x The stack is how we want it to be, so we can continue.

do-nore moveq #ord7
rDove.w RI--DGCB,a2
lea op-cocles, aJ
jsr (a2)
tst.1 d0
bne.s exit

i 0r a crash will probably result
; Perform a strea$ of ops
; 0p codes to perform
; Finish the ops
; !{as it ok ?

; 0ops !

x If all went weI1, return the new value on the arithrnetic staek as a float.
x Note that the naths stack is 6 bytes shorter now, so we have to save the top
x in BV-3IP before we exit.

ret fo

exit

move.1 alrbv-rip(a6)
moveg #z,d/r
rts

; Make sure maths stack is set
; Return FP number
; Exit wi.th result

Save the above code to a file {mine is called any-root*asm) and assemble it. Once done, LRESPR the
resulting bin file {any-root-bin} and lry it out as follows:

PRINT A]'ITROOT(g, 2)
PRrNT AlrYR00T(100, 3)
PRrNT AlrYROoT(2r, 4)

There's not much of real inlerest in the above code. As ever we validate our parameters to make sure
we only expect two then fetch them as floating point values onto the maths stack. After a check lo
see that we really did get two parameters, we have the values M and N on the stack with M being at
the'top' {T0S = top of stack) and N being underneath il (NOS = next on stack).
We start by running a single op code to take the LN of M which leaves the stack with a new TOS
which is the LN value for M.

We next want to divide LN{M) by N but unfortunately, they are the wrong way around so we swap
over the 6 bytes at 0{46,A1.1) with the 6 bytes at 6{A6,A1.1} and then run a sequence of op codes to:

Divide LN{M) by N leaving the result as the TOS.
Take the EXP of LN(M)/N as the new T0S

Once this has been done, we store the new value of A1 at BV-R|P{A6) as required, set the result to be
a floating point number and exit to SuperBasic with the result.
As you may have noticed, the text above mentions that the math stack pointer {A1.1) can be changed
by the various op codes that we execute. The following table gives you details on what op codes are
available and how they manipulate the malhs stack



I var I opcode I al.l I Description

00
02
01-

06
08
OA

0c
OE

10
12
Ll.
L6
18
14
1C

1_E

20
22
21
26
28
2A
2C

2E

30

+4
+1,

+2
-1
+6
+6
+6
+6

-6

RI-SND
RI-TINT
RI-INT
RI*]ILINT
RI-FLOAT
RI-ADD
RI*S{]B
RI-.MTILT
RI-'IV
RI_J3S
RI-NEG
RI.'UP
RI-CGS
RI*SIN
RI_TAN
RI_COT
RI--A,SIN
RI-ACOS
RI--A.TAN
RI_ACOT
RI*-SQRT
RLIN
RI_IOG10
RI-n)P
RI-}01,'FP +6

End of op code list (RI_HGCB)
Convert FP to Word IMI
Truncate FP to lJord INI
Convert FP to Long INT
Convert Word INT to FP
Add T0S to NOS, remove T0S from stack
Subtract T0S from N0S, renove T0S from stack
Multiply NOS by T0S, renove T0S from staek
Divide T0S lnto N0S, remove T0S from stack
Make T0S positive
Negate T0S
Copy T0S and create a new TO,S above current T0S.
Cosine of T0S
Sine of T0S
Tangent of T0S
Cotangent of T0S
Arcsine of T0S
ArcCosine of T0S
ArcTangent of T0S
Arc0otangent of T0S
Sqare root of T0S
Natural 1og of T0S
Log base 10 of T0S
Exponenti-a1 of T0S
Raise NOT to power T0S, renove T0S from stack

I ffif-pf'fn Are the rsaver and rloadf op codes. See below for details.

So, there you have it, a pib of ingredients all set for you to make up your own numerical recipes, Have
fun.

Now one thing that I have not mentioned above, or even used in the code examples is temporary
storage. Howevel before ldelve into that, it's best if I show you exactly what input and output registers
are required for the RI-EXEC and RI-ECXECB vector calls

I nf-:XeC - Execute a single maths package op eode.

I nntry Registers.

D0.l,I
D7.L
A1.L
A4.L

0p code. The hlgh word of D0 should be zero.
Should be zero.
Arithnetlc stack polnter (relative to A6)
Pointer to variable storage (relative to A6)

I nx:-t Registers.

D0 Error code.
D1-D3 Preserved
A0 Preserved
A1 Updated to new arithmetie stanck pointer
A2*A4 Preserved.

RI-I)GCB - Execute a strean of maths packages op codes. I

I fntry Registers.

D7.L Should be zero.
A1.L Arithnetic stack pointer (relative to A6)
A3.L Pointer to list of op codes. (relative to A6)
A4.L Pointer to variable storage (relative to A6)



I uxit Registers.

D0 Error code.
DL-D3 Preserved
A0 Preserved
A1 Updated to new arithnetic stanek pointer
A2-L4 Preserved.

You will notice that 44 was never used in my two examples. This is a pointer to the top of an area of
memory where you wish to save floating point values to, and load them back from. A4 is relative to
46 (as ever).
The op codes from $FF31 (*2071through $FFFF {-1) can be used to save and load 6 byte floating
point values from the stack to and from the variables area.
Op codes that are even allow numbers to be loaded from storage onto the stack creating a new T0S
and setting A1 to 41-6.
Op codes that are odd cause the number at TOS to be removed from the stack and saved in the
variables area. This causes 41 to change to 41+6. The corresponding load routine is the op code
minus 1. {lf I call this routine with $FF33 then the opposite routine is $FF32 and so on.)
The actual start address of the variables area where your number will be stored is calculated as:

46 L + A4.L + (D0.W AND $FFFE)

Each load or save operation uses 6 bytes starting at the above address and working UP in memory
This means that you cannot use all of the load/save op codes for lhe following reason.
Assume you want to save two numbers from the stack. You might be tempted (as I was) to assume
that you could save the first using $FFFF and the second using $FFFD. OK, try it out. Remember
saves are odd, loads are even.
Assume also that the absolute address {ie AG + 44) of your variables area is $1000 0000.
So, where do our two values end up at?

$FFFF -, $1000 0000 + ($FFFF AND $FFFE) = $1000 0000 + $FFFE = $0FFF FFFE for 6 bytes
$FFFD *' $1000 0000 + {$ffFD AND $FFF[) = $1000 0000 + $FFFC = $0FFF FFFC for 6 bytes

Because each save uses 6 bytes, the ranges covered are,

$FFFF -, $0FFF FFFE to $1000 0003 (oops!)

$FFFD -, $0FFF FFFC to $1000 0001 (oops!)

This has two pretty major problems in my opinion. The first is that we have overwritten some bytes
above the top of our variables area and the second is that we have managed to overwrite a few
bytes of our first saved number with the second onel
The maximum range of bytes available for saving data to and loading it back from is between
-208(46,A4.1) for op code $FF31 to -2{46,44.1) for op code $FFFF however it seems that you are
best to use only cerlain values (see below) to avoid trashing your saved values and avoid using the
top two values $FFFF and $FFFD for saves and loads or you will partially overwrite other data above
your variables area.
I would advise using the save codes as follows'

$FFFB {-5} as the absolute minrmum value; then
$rFFs {-11)
$FFEF t-17)
$FFEe {-23}
$FFE3 (-2e)
$FFDD (-35)
$FFD7 (-41)



And so on subtracting 6 from the op code each time. To load these values back onto the arithmetic
slack, use the following codes,

$FFFA (-6) as the absolute minimum value; then
$FFF4 {*12}
$FFEE {-18}
$FFFB (-24)
$FFt2 {-30}
$FFDC (-36)
$FFD6 (-42)

WARNING, lf you have a copy of Pennell's QDOS Companion book, the documentation for the load
and save op codes is wrong. He mentions that they are byte sized, not word, and range from $32 to
$FF - this will work (even on SMSQE) but only as an undocumented feature.

{Thanks Marcel). Pennell also gets the address range wrong as -206{A6,44.1) to -2{A6,44 L).

WARNING, lf you have Dickens'Advanced QL User Guide, he too gets it slightly wrong. His calculalion
of the actual address where the FP value will be stored is {A6+A4+(D0.W OR $FF00) AND $FFEE)) - it

should be AND $FFFE as only bit 0 is cleared.

0k, that's a quick overview of the maths package that is built into QDOSMSQ, I'rn off on holiday to
France tomorrow so I'll see you {as it were} when I get back. Happy coding.

Many, many moons ago, when I was responsible
for the Quanta helpline, a member asked about
snatching QL screens and convertrng these to a

PC format. As it happens he was a QPC2 user
and knew there was the "cheat's method' ol
pressing CTRL + PrintScreen to save lhe image
to the Windows clipboard, but he was interested
to know the "official' way of snatching and con-
verting.
At the time I was using the'cheat's method"and
realised I had no idea how to capture and con-
vert GD2 screens in another way I appealed for
help and received only one reaction. This was
from David Bunbury and was sufficienl to point
me in the right direction.
Way back in far more distant past, all you needed
to know to save a screen was the simple com-
mand:

SBYTES f1p1-screen_scr, 731072, 32768
Then things became more complicated. QL sys-
tems were developed that had screens larger
than the standard 512 x 256 pixels. This problem
was relatively easily solved by the -pic format,
which saved additional information about the
screen size and mode.
Simplicity soon disappeared when the further
complication of high colour systems came along.
Each QL platform had its own implementation of

the new colours and so in addition to modes 4 and
B we now had modes 16, 32 and 33. {ln fact I be-
lieve lhere are even more. Didn't the Thor have a

mode 12? And were there other modes for Atari?)
When I started my investigation of snatching and
converting high resolution high colour screens, I

soon discovered the snatching was easy, but the
converting was not. The conversion programs all

had their limitations, and usually this was because
they were only compatible with one platform.
Sometimes it was necessary to convert screens
between QL formats before you could convert
them to a PC. Io make things even more difficult
not all the programs were bug free, and although
corrections had been published in the QL press,

there was a huge paper trail you had to follow to
find the correct codes and procedures.
The arlicle I had promised Quanta members was
never written. I never got beyond the first few
stages of research, And, even if I had tried to
write the article, it would have been too long and
complicated to fit into the pages of the Quanta
Magazine. The article remained on my "to do' list

until when events overtook me last summer lwo
QL programmers have developed software that
are perfect partners in snatching and converting
screens.



Snatching forward. I have included two screen shots to

Software for Inatching eL screens has existed illustrate it. Th.e original picture was .a lpg image

tor a long rime and rilost has neen fepi up to ol a 
igge 

loaded into the QL using photon I then

date by tfie authors to ensure compatibility with saved,lhe eyes as a partialscreen which the first

nign re'sotution and high colour screens ' l$Lltlon shows loaded into PMOV before

Th'ere are two *rys 5f saving complete screens resizing. The second illustratiorr shows the origi-

The SByTES command dei-ailed above and a nal partial screen together with the resized ver-

program from Dilwyn Jones called "Screen slon'

Snatcher'. The former can only be used with , ."s* srEE ,lr"rn&
the traditional QL screen and iolours, but the"fT::r&rt&s.ffixi.6#*i1,,-\,1!:*r*:iffiin*,tt,::,:.:,:1it*:|,t;:;;t,$iti!w:/7

used for saving screens from programs not.
containing a screen saver option. I
Screen Snatcher is a program that sits in lhe I
background of your machine and saves the L.
screen to ram disk or other media of choice
when a certain key combination is pressed
There have been several versions of Screen
Snatcher and the latest forms part of Dilwyn's
launchpad suite. lt can also be downloaded from
his web site'
www.dilwyn.uk. neUg raphicslindex. htm I

Sometimes you do not want to save the full

screen but only a part of it. There are two
programs that do this GraBlT and SVSCR.

Of these GraBlT written by Phil Jones, is the
older program. lt is a pointer program that ap-
pears as a button when loaded lf you click on
this a "top left hand" cursor appears which you
move to the top left hand corner of the part of
the screen you wish to save. A HIT transform the
cursor to a bottom right hand one and you can
move this to the position you want. A D0 then
saves the partial screen in -pic format to your
media and file name of choice.
GraBlT is available on disk UG1B in the Quanta
library and can also be downloaded from Dilwyn's
graphics page.
SVSCR is a later partial screen snatcher suite
from George Gwilt that I reviewed in QL Today
volume 10 issue 4 page 49. Since I wrote the
review George has done a lot of work to improve
the compatibility, versatility and user-friendliness
of the suite and that includes adding -pic sup-
port. I have no hesitation in namrng the SVSCR
suite as one of the perfect partners in snatching
and converting.
When I reviewed the SVSCR suite I was unable
to illustrate the resizing of saved partial screens
as this did not work on all QL systems including

QPC2. George has now written a program,

PMOV which is compatible with most QL
systems, and which supports modes 4, 16, 32
and 33. I do not intend to go into any detail of
how to use this program, as this is fairly straight-

Be warned! ln this issue of QL Today not only is

Big Brother watching you, but also Bigger Bro-
therl
George Gwilt SVSCR's suite can be downloaded
from the SQLUG web site,
wunrv.jms l .supanet.com

Finally to end this section on snatching screens,
there is a short table showing what is possible
with each of the four ways of doing this.

Converting
One of the best programs for converting mode 4
and mode B screens is Jonathan Hudson's
QUNPIC This converts -pic files into bmp, png,
postscript, TIFF or pcx formats I mention this
program in passing because it can handle some
files that are nol suitable for conversion via the
other program I am about to describe. I shall re-

turn to this point later

QUNPIC can be downloaded from'
www.daria.co.uk
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During the summer Dilwyn Jones released an

alpha version of the nearest thing the QL has to
a universal conversion program. This has now
been upgraded to a beta version, and, although
this means the final version is yet to come,l have
no hesitation in naming it the second of my
perfect partner programs.
Dilwyn's program, BMP*ob1 will convert practi-
cally any file in any QL mode to the PC's BMP
format This article is not intended to be a full re-
view of the program - QL Today would welcome
this from anyone who makes extensive use of it
- but a quick description
Our illustration shows the screen you get on
loading BMP-obj. You will see that it can handle
the QL's -scr *pic and -psa formats, and that it
is not only able to convert from the QL to the
PC, but also lrom the PC to the QL ln addition
there is a picture viewer and an option to
convert between different QL modes
You will see frorn the illustration that the use of
the program is fairly straightforward, To converl a

screen you click on the QL to BMP button and
then iust enler source file to be converted and
then destination drive.
Just to show that the
program does work, the
final illustration shows a
converted image of our
big brother eyes in a PC
graphics program.

There is just one big dis-
advantage to this pro-

This is a short review of a very simple (and free!)

Quill document viewer Plain text file viewers are
ten a penny. This one is different - it lets you
view Quill -DOC files without seeing the usual
garbage caused by the internal codes of a Quill
DOC file
It's a pointer driven program from Pal Monstad in

Norway. lt needs the Jochen Merz menu exten-
sion installed, and also seems to need a ramdisk

{it seems to use ramT-).
It comes in two versions, one with QLIB-RUN
built in, the other without QLIB-RUN for those
who already have the Q-liberator compiler exten-
sions on their QL.
When you start the program, you get a simple,
unclullered display {see figure 1} with just three
commands along the top These are the Move
symbol, a View File command for selecting

gram. PC images in BMP format are uncompres-
sed and this means that you will need huge
amounts of memory to convert some images. An
example of this is the conversion of LineDesign
pages LineDesign has a routine for printing
pages to a magnetic or other medium in -pic
format. I regularly use this to convert LineDesign
pages to a PC graphics format, and up till now
have used Jonalhan Hudson's program. A Line-
Design -pic file is a massive 2376 x 3368 pixels
that Dilwyn estimates would generate a BMP
image of 24Mbl {There are also problems with
the format of LineDesign generated files, but Dil-

wyn is working on this.)

lncidentally if you are interested in converting
LineDesign pages to a PC formal, I described
how to do this in QL Today volume 5 issue 2
page 20 A shortened version can also be down-
loaded from the Just Words! help and advice web
pa$e:
http://mem be rs. lycos.co.u k/geoffwicks/iustwords. htm

ll is probably over a year since I first promised to
write this article. lf it had not been for the efforts
of George Gwilt and Dilwyn Jones during the

summer months it

would probably ne-

Gjqq,4**eri o;ii ' ' e *l ver have been writ'
ten. For any gra-
phics conversion
between the QL and
a PC try the perfect
partners, SVSCR
and BMP

filenames and an ISC command to quit from the
program.

Figure 1

When you select VltW FILE, you get the usual
file select menu making loading and selecting a
file very easy and familiar - most of us have used
the Jochen Merz file selection menu in some pro-
gram or other at some pointl

fiile fdft .InEe oF*iom View tleb
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Helpfully, the file selection menu lists just Quill
DOC files. ln fact, it only lists files having file-
names ending with -DOC, although you can
change this if you give your DOC files a different
suffix. I tried to fool it by feeding it a DOC file
from a PC program, but it survived that by polite-
ly telling me that"This is not a Quill Doc file."

Once given the right sort of file io play with, it
proceeds 1o load and display the document^ lf
you have ever tried copying a Quill Doc file to
the screen you will have found thal eilher the
document is hard to read because lines of text
are lruncated, or the mass of control characters
makes it hard to read the text. This viewer
seems to work round that by converting the
document to plain text then viewing it {that's only
my guess at how it works).
The viewing screen lets you have word wrap on
or ofl so you can get a quick view of the first
part of each line or a more complete view with
wide lines or paragraphs wrapped onto the nexl
line You can scroll through the text by moving
the pointer onto the text and pressing space (or

left mouse button) to scroll forward one line, or
pressing enter (or right mouse button) to move
forward by a screenlul of text. There seems to
be no way to scroll back through the text,
although you can use the refresh symbol at the
top to go back to the start of the text and work
your way through again
Actually, the term "wrap" is slightly misleading I

would have expected a word wrap to break lines
at the spaces between words, although I think
the aulhor may just mean line wrap here, as all it
does is to break the paragraph across two or
more lines without trying to word wrap as such.
And using the WRAP command doesn't actually
change the view you have to click on WRAP
then on the RTFRESH icon to update the display
You can compare the two different views in

figure 2 and figure 3

screen interestingly this is shown as
RAMT-FLP1-RFADME-D0C, so the program is
obviously using ramdisk RAMT- to store a plain

text copy of the file it's showing on the screen
(so the program needs a ramdisk, although most
syslems have one nowadays). The program does
delete this temporary file after you've finished
viewing.
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I have only three small gripes about this program
One small disappointment was that the program
does not allow a filename to be passed to it in an

EX command, so it cannol be used as a Fileinfo 2

doc file viewet for example.
Another was that the program display cannot be
resized for lhose with high resolution displays
And finally, I wish it was possible to scroll back-
wards through the text without having to go
back to the start of the file and work your way
forward, which is a long winded way of doing it.

Apart from those small moans, this is an excel-
lent little viewer which performs one well defined
functron extremely well. lt's quite a smallprogram,
only 20 or 30KB long depending on which ver-
sion you use. There's only a small text file sup-
plied with the program, but it's so easy lo use
you don't really need much instructions.
This program is free and you can get it from
most PD libraries and from websites such as
those of Thierry Godefroy and Dilwyn Jones.
I got my copy from Thierry's site, the General
Ulilities page. From this site, it downloads as a file
called docviewl00.lzh (the 100 indicating version
1,00), so you need a QL LHA archiver or Archi-
vers Control Panel to decompress it if you get it
from Thierry Godefroy's site. On Dilwyn Jones's
website, it's on his Editors & Viewers page, as a

zipped file which is slightly longer so will take
slightly longer to download.
Thierry Godefroy's QL software repository is at,

http://thgodef .nerim. neUsmsq/
Dilwyn Jones's sile is at,

http:l/www.dilwyn.u k6. neVindex. htm I
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Figure 2

A small oddity is that I started off viewing a file
called FLPl-READMt-DOC {which is actually
from the Xchange program I'm using to write
this) The filename is shown at the top of the
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Wffiffi

EasyPTR v4
Fts 1&2

MajcrReryrite!

f,42.00/----\

,-:ill;;"T,-ffiT:il''kry
SUpeTBASIC

Text 87 g 79.00
Hig[ Calou Fatch {all rysfems} f,9.0il
E$C/P2 driv*rs f 26.00 / Fountext f39.00

Typset94 12488 drivus f2}.tXl ea.

QI}T
The Uhifiate QLDesLtop

vl.02

*41.50 +F&p
f,?.0{l uK/ ?.50 uu l*,3.{10 Rolv

Needs SMSQru & ertended
colours to run

c*o*and\
SMSQIE far Gcld Crrd /Atari I QXL/ Q40
Aurora High Calour Driver included with

Gold Card Yersion

fl 27.00

QPC 2 v 3.33

Now anly f, 4?"SS
Upgr*de Prices:
fram v 3.xx tr'ree

from v Z.xx f13.9*
from v l.xx SS4.tlS

QPCpr**
trrint to any lVind*ws Installed Printer frsm

Your QL Programs !

f27"00

Delivered an CI) ROM
with Manual asAdobe
Acrobat File

Pragrams upgraded ta high colour yersio
QMake lWinEd / QPAC I I Qg&C 21 QSUF/ SuQcess I Di*. Mate 5

Send ald ma$er disk and f1.60 per disk to cover coss

Faid Upgrades

QD 98 fo QII ?0S3 *,10.50

QSpread ?001to Qsprmd ?{103 f.10.50
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There are a few items left from the Auturnn clearout
The fsllowing items sre offersd at sale pricss:

GAhIE $ : Q ShanglF irebirdslPipes/lfine Field Arcanoid
(4/8 Calaur only) 35.00 each * Pcstage

Blaek Knight Chess program / Super Games Pack 915.00

each!

AU the keybcard membranes have n$w g$ne buf if ycu
still need one. ContactRich Mellor afRlVAF.

It is a bit earl-v I know but still -
QBRA.NCHWishesyou all a Mery Christmas and

llappy New Year

Programs
Utilities

Fifil File Finder *.21"{}0

QSup Utilies f,30.00

QSprcad Spreadshe*t f.51.00
Cueshell2 File Manager f.15.0{}

QPAC 2 FiIe Manager &
Utifities Pa*age f42.00

QPAC 1 Calendar, Ctmk,
Calculator, $ysmon f,22.00

Ql,oadQref Fastload for QDO$ f15.00

QTYP2 Spell Checker *.31.00

QLQ Printer Utiliff f,30.00
SuQcess Database f,28.00

SRoute Rsute Finder f,e5.00
Knight Safe3 Backrry Program SJ5.00
Fractal Collection Fmctals f,35.0{}

QCount Accounfing f,25.00

Programming
QI) 2003 Texf Editor & More g 49.8$

QBASIC Qliberaterta QD Link f 15.0{l

Qliberatcr Basic Compiler *, S).00

QD + QBASIC S, 63.00

QD + QBASJC + Qliberator 9f 04.00

QPTR PsinterToolkit f. 32.00
MasferSpy F"ast Text Editor g 38.88

QMake Assmbler Tools S, 18,00

QMon/Jmon Monitor-Upgradeonly f, 22.00
BASIC Linker Basic Library Linker S, 12.00
Disa 3 Dissasmmbler f, 34.00

QMenu Menu Extensions & tutorial f" 16.00

Easyptrv4 Tcolkits & Frcgramming Extns f, 41.30
Easyptrv4 Par{3 C exfcnsions f, 14.$0

HARNWARE
We have a rctafing stock of both new and wond user hardwarc. It is best to

call or email usfor defails of what is available,

Recyeled Items
(when amilable)

Super GoId Card f.110.00

Gold Card f, 45.00

Aurora f 65.00

QXL f. 35.{r*
zuperHermes f, 65"{X}

DiRen Keyboard
Interfac* f.15.m
Qplane f. 5.m

New Items

We also have a collecticn of
Aurora f,70.00 r ,

Aurora Tt./830r & Minerva ffi:* standard QLs' QLPawer

Bmb Rom llisq - 
iSe.OO supplies and some QL books.

4mb Rom Disq f55.00
2mb Romllisq f39.{H} Cables for the Aurora, Qubide
mPlane *34.$$ and Super Gold Card ROMs
MCplate f. 6.50 and ather eL accessories are
Various braQuets f, &00 ^,- -
Gord tsuper Gord card guftl"ilJ" also available from us'

f,r0,00
Call for details



The QL clock is an excellent piece of prograrn-

ming -a simple PRINT DAT[$ command will give
you the time containing everything lrom the year
number to the seconds in one short meaningful
string, and if you use SMSQiE it can even use
any of the supported languages, e.g. English,

French, German, ltalian and any other language
modules included

2006 Sep 21 16:39:06

By copying DATE$ to a temporary string variable
we can look at the information and extract the
yea[ month, day hour minute and seconds infor-
mation.

t$ = DATH$

[€o? = t$(1 T04)
month$ = t$(6 T0 B)
day--number = t$(10 rc ff)
hour = t$(11 r0 1/r)
minute = t$(16 T0 17)
seconds = t$(19 To 20)

But the month details are returned as a name, not
as a number, so it is harder to use in situations
where you need to numerically manipulate time
details. When I was writing a diary program
recently I needed the current month value as a
number, not as a name, so I did some thinking
and picked the brains of some of the people on
the ql-users mailing list and after several sugges-
tions I came up with enough routines and mate-
rialto do the job, so I thought l'd write a short ar-
ticle about it. I realise lhat no programming is

ever so good that it can't be improved, so I'm

sure some of you will have even better ideas to
contribute!
Although the intitial requirements are easy to
grasp, the article goes into some depth about
the programming involved. The routines can be
used without having lo undersland them, al-

though l'm sure the more experienced readers
will appreciate the notes which accompany the
listings QL Today published a very useful sel of
articles some time ago dealing with date and
time programming techniques {"Clocking ln"Vol 6

lssue 5).

Assuming we are using an English QL system,
the following routine is a simple starter although
unsuitable for SMSQ/I systems using other a
language modules,

eiurym

t$ = DATE$
nonth = t$(6 ro e) rNsrR
?r JanFebMarAprMayJunJuMugSepOc tNovDe c "
nonth = (month DIV 3) + 1

This returns the month as a number from I
(January) to 12 (Decembe0. This can be slightly
improved to avoid the need for the"+1"part, as I

saw when I read Rich Mellor's SuperBasic Refe-
rence Manual by adding a couple o{ dummy cha-
racters to the start of the month names list so
that the found position DIV 3 returns a value from
l to 12:

t$ = DATE$
month = t$(6 To B) rNsrR
fr . . JanFebMarAprMayJunJulAugSep0ctNovDec !r

month = Dorlth DIV 3

This simple routine is perfectly adequate for sim-
ple programs which only need to use English
month names, but for my program I wanted a rou-
tine which could return the details correctly on
SMSQ/E systems which used another language
module. So, after some correspondence on the
ql-users mailing lists, a more useful routine was
developed which allows us to extract the month
names from the system for comparison.
This relies on the fact that the QL clock is based
on a system which counts in seconds from
midnight on lst ol January 1961. You can see this
by using the DATE$ function with a seconds
parameter of 0,

PRrNr DArE$(0)

This displays,

1961 Jan 01 00:00:00

which is, conveniently a sunday.

This leads us to a convenient way to extract the
month names from the system by stepping along
the first year in monthly blocks (anywhere in the
month will do - multiples of 31 days will fall nicely
somewhere in each month) and using DATF$ to
extract the 3-character month names one at a
time,

month-names$ = ntr

seconds-per-day = 24x60x60



FORa=0T011
t$ = DATfi$(axJlxseconds_per_day)
nonth-nanes$ = nonth-ranes$ & t$(6 T0 B)

END FOR a

We can do a similar thing for day names if we
wish to extract the language-dependent day
names from the system, as I needed to do for
the column headings in the calendar part of my
diary program {with due credit to the QL Today
Clocking ln articles which enabled me to write
the calendar generation routines in the first place),

day--names$ - uu

seconds-per-day = 21x60x61
FORa=0T06

t$ = DAY$(axseconds-per-day)
daY-nanes$ = day--names$ & t$

END FOR a

Using the above information we can write a fairly
short function to relurn a month number from 1 to
12 tor the current month, allowing for lhe lan-
guage dependent month florTrcs:

DEFine FuNction Month--ltrumber
LOCal
month--nan€s$ = tt..t;
seconds-per-day = 21x6}x60
FORa=0T011

t$ = DATE$(axllxseconds_per_day)
month-ranes$ = month*names$ & t$(6 T0 B)

END FOR a
t$ = DATE$ : t$ = t$(6 T0 8)
RETurn (t$ fustn monttr--names$) ofv 3

END DEFine Month-J'lumber

Therefore, month = Month*Number will result in a
number from 1to 12.

During the mailing list correspondence, Robert
Newson kindly sent me a routine to find the cur-
rent month number using a very different ap-
proach. He has kindly given me permission to
reproduce the routine, so here it is lt's based on
calculating the month as a number based on the
number of seconds that the given time is since a
known starting date point. lt seems to be a great
piece of programming, and t don't pretend to fully
understand it, so I'll include Robert's notes to try
to explain it rather better than lcould.

DEF PROC my*date(secs, dy, m, yr)
dy = Itlt(secs / 86400) + 306
yr = INr((dy + .8) / 365.25)
dy = dy - INT(yr x 36r.25) + 3t
nn=rNT(dy/30.6)
dy = dy - INT((mn + 3) x 30.6) + 92

llll}=llll}*2
IF mn > 72 : mn = mn - 72 : yr = yr + 1
yr=yr+L960

END DEF

DEF FN ray--rnttr*no( secs )
LOC dy, yr, rnn

dy = rNt(sees / 864-00) + 306
xr = INr((dy + .8) / 365.25)
mn = INT((dy - INT(yr x 365.25) + 31)

/ 30.6) + 2
IFmn>].2:mn=mn-12
RET mn

END DEF

I quote here from Robert's email,
'my-date has been made a PROCedure which
modifies its calling paramelers as more than I
variable has to be sef,

my-date secs, day month, year

secs = number of secs since 41.41.1961

00.00.00 of date lo extracf
day = stored with day of month {1'31)
month -- stored with month nunber (112)
year = slored with year (1961-2Agq[1]

f{ Not checked beyond 20 Sep 2006, but it
should be correct. 2140 would be wrong (atter
28.02.2100) as lhe proc/fn doesn'f realise if will
not be a leap lear: for the orrginal appilcation
for which this was wrjtten, thjs wouldn't really
pose a problem {as it wouldn'l reason ably be
expected to be running in 96 years' tine),
however a minor modification could take info
account lhose non-leap years.

I could have sel a string and made it a function,
but lhe whole point of the exercise was lhat
you were trying lo extracl the day/month/year
from the DATE$ {if I understood you properly)
and it would have been a bit silly to package
them up in a string to be unpackaged again af-
ferwards. An alternatjve would be to add the
fhree elemenfs together eg,

packed = (year ' 1961)* 372 + {month - 1,; x

31+ day - 1

Then,

day = packed hlOD 31+ 1

month = INl{packed / 31) ltrlAD D + 1

year = 1961+ lNlfpacked / 372)

The my-mth-no{J funclion is extracled from the
my *date procedure and takes one paramelen



seconds since midnight 1 January 1961 and re-
furns lhe monlh number of that daler

month = my -mth-noisecs)

Now I still didn't fully understand this, so here's
some additional notes that Robert sent me later
in an attempt to clarify matters:
'The way it works is by using a calendar based
on day A = 1 [rlarch 1960. The 'yea( in this
calendar runs from l March one year to 28/29
February - fhe leap day is added al the end of
the year every 1460 days. {4 years)
Having fhe leap day at lhe end of the year
means thaf we don't have to worry about it
when working out the day offset for any dale in
the year l March or later.
As we're passed seconds, we divide by 86400
= 24 * 60 * 64, the number of seconds in a day
and ignore the fraction The passed date needs
fo be adjusted {or our shifted year and as day
306 is 1 January 1961, an offsel of 306 is
added.
The current year is calculated from the base by
checking out every 365.25 days. We require the
first year to be for days 0'364 fas our leap year
happens to be in the fourth year), but dividing
by 365.25 would put day 365 info the first year
sinilarly with day 37A {or the second and day
1095 for fhe fhird ledr; we fhus need to add a
small correction to the number of days before
division, 3 * 365.25 = 1095.75, so we have to be
a lillle larger than 0.75 bul less than a whole
day, hence {dy + .B). Qnce lhe relative year to
the base year is found, the number of days until
the starf of that year is remoyed leavrng the
day offsel wilhin the year.

fhe number 30.6 is useful in that its mulfrp/es,
when ignoring the fraction bft, provide an
increase af 30, 31, 34, 31, 3l which lhen repeats.
This matches the number of days in each of the
months in the year that need to be added to
get lo the sfarf of the current monfh: 31(March),
30 (April), 31, 30, 31, 31, 30 31, 30 31, 31

{February has 28/29 which lhen slarls the next
year and so we don'f need itj.
Adding 31 to the current day number corrects
for the sequence of fhe multples of 30.6 so
that if mafches the monfh sequence. Dividing by
30.6 lhen gives fhe monlh number in the shifted
year.

We need lo sublracf the number of days in the
monfh{s) preceeding lhis one from the day
offsef in lhe year. Again, we need to shift the
30.6 sequence and the {nn + 3) provides this.
However we also have lo correct for INT(30.6 x

3) = 9l extra days which are sublracted, so we
need to add them back with a +91. This fhen
gives us the day offsel in lhe month, so we
need ot add an extra +1lo get the day number;
fhis is included wifh the exfra days added back
bY using +92.

Finally the shifted month is corrected for the
real year by adding 2.lf the resullanf monlh is ,
Q Ae a month pasl December ie January or
February), subtract 12 from the month number
and add one to the year
fhe year is correcled to the real year by
adding lhe base year of 1960;

Robert also suggested a small change to lhe
my-mth-no function by removing the need for
the mn variable as the value of the yr variable
doesn't need to be corrected for JanuaryiFe-
bruary'

DEF FN my--rnth*lo(secs)
LOC dy, yr
dy = rmr(secs / 86400) + 306
yr = INT((ay + .B) / 36r.25)
RETurn (rNr((dy - rur(yr x 365.25) +

6r.6) / 30.6) MoD 12) + 1
END DEF

Robert writes:
"l tesled fhis 'improvemenf" (obfuscation l'd call
it) and it seemed to work.l originally had,

REI (flNl(dy-lNl{yr * 365.25) + 31) / 30.6) +

1) MOD 12) + 1

but lo cul oul one set of parenfhesis and an

operatian,l included the +1 before the MOD as
an extra 34.6 b be divided by replacing the +31

wrth +61.6. I was dubious about this as during
fesling the original procedure and function I

came up with a"curious' feature of the floating
point routines {in fhe JS ROMs),

ln the line:

dy = dy - INT(mn * 3J * 306) + 92

I fhought I could remoye the need for one sel
of parenthesis by expanding the multplication
to'

dy = dy - INT{mn * 30.6 + 91.8) + 92

However, lhe value of dy became erratic and
wrong for some months. Checking ouf the yalue

of the INT{] for one of these dates (mn = 7)

exposed the problem,



mn=7
PRINT {mn * 30.6 + 91.8)

306
PRINT lNTfmn * 30.6 + 91.8)

305
PR,NT (mn + 3) * 30.61

306
PR,NT lNTf{mn + 3) * 3A.q)
306

306, in lhis case is the expected, correct value.
So why does the QL exhibit this fealure?

I think lt's simply because .2, .6 and .B are infi-
nile as binary decimals {should that be binaries?)
- hke 1/3, 1/7 etc are in decimal. Multiplying 34.6

by 7 introduces a small error in fhe .2 that ad-
ded wifh the error in .B gives ".9999998' and
not"l'. The PRINT procedure displaying this va-
lue doesn't display all the digits (by default) and
so rounds if, bul the INT funclion strips it off:

PRINT fmn x 30.6 + 91.8) - 305
.9999998

Extended DATE Function
A useful exlension of the DATI function was in-

troduced by lhe Minerva ROM, and is also pre-
sent in SMSQ/E. Normally DATE returns the cur-
rent time as the number of seconds since the ini-

tial date (1i1i1961) mentioned before. This exten-
ded version takes six parameters to convert a
set of 6 date values {yealmonth,day,houminute,
seconds) to the equivalent in seconds. Since the
DATES function can convert a time expressed in

seconds to the normal date string, this is the na-

tural opposite function:

LET year = 2006 : LET month = p : LET day = 16

LET hour = L2 : LET minute = J0 : LET seconds = 0

PRINT DATE ( year, month, day, hour, minute, s econds )

prints the value:1,441888E9, which is that time
expressed as seconds.

Please note that this version of DATE only works
on Minerva ROMs and SMSQ/E, it is not imple-
mented in Sinclair ROMs like version JM or JS.
See Rich Mellor's SuperBASlC Reference Manual
for further detarls.

Postscript
At about the time this article was written, Marcel
Kilgus announced that he had written some dale
handling functions to perform a similar function in

SMSQ/I versions from 3.13 onward, These are
straightforward funclions which return an integer
number indicating year number month number
day of the month and day of the week,

YEARTo Returns year nurnber
MONTH% Returns month number 1 to 12,

January to December
DAY% Returns day of the month number 1

to 31

WEEKDAY%' Returns day of the week, 0 to 6,

Sunday to Saturday

Per Witte has also released some extensions to
provide similar facilities for QDOS systems, which
are available from his website at:
wwwwifteware.com/knoware

I would lke to express my gratitude lo Robert
Newson for the fime he has spenf in corespon-
dence regarding thr's article - his attention to
delail was greatly appreciated.My thanks also
to Marcel Kilgus for providing me with adyance
information about these exfensions in advance
of the release of SMSQ/E v3.73.

Loading Resident Procedu res
Having set up the screen, the colour deplh and
some other working variables it is time to start
loading some code. The programs and exten-
sions needed to get the computer to do some-
thing. The first things to get set up are the exten-
sions and toolkits that make the programs you

want to use work. Not all programs come with
extensions and some just expect that you will
have the exlensions ready loaded anyway so, if
you are graduating from the'disk in, reset, boot,
use program, reset {repeat)' school it is wise to
consult the manuals and look carefully at the



BOOT programs on the master disks you re-
ceived when you bought the programs
Some things are nearly always needed. lf you are
running Pointer Environment programs you will
need HOT*REXT PTR-GFN and WMAN but
these are part of SMSQ/F already so D0 NOT
reload them in the BO0T file unless you are not
using SMSQ/E
They will not generate an error but they can
overwrite a more modern version of the exten-
sion. The same goes for Toolkit ll and some of
the other older exlensions. Lightning and Speed-
screen, for instance are now redundant for
SMSQ/E users and QLOAD is built into SMSQ/I

So What do we need?
Well a good start is the Qliberator extensions
you can do this with;

3OO LRESPR I,IIN1*-NXT-QLIB_RUN

The next thing I load is probably one of the most
conlroversial QL programs, QPAC 2.

110 LRESPR winl-progs-QPA02

I won't go into this too deeply here but later in
the article I will lry to show those of you who
may not believe in it just how helpful it can be.

Another useful extension provides the ability to
use Environment Variables. This can be obtained
from many places and can be found of the free
Qascade distribution.
320 tRESPp tr1111t-EXT_iNV_nrN

You can also add the Menu [xtensions, The
THING extensions
320 LRESPR g1$1 EXT__MENU*3EXT

330 TRESPR trrNl EXT_THTNG_REXT

You can probably see a theme creeping in here. I

am storing all the extensions in a Sub-Directory
called W|NI*EXT- This is so lknow where they
are and so I can be sure that, when a new ver-
sion comes out I can update just one file, even if

several programs use it, and know I am updating
the version that is being loaded. You can repeat
lhis with any other extensions that you may
need. Suqcess, for instance needs DATA-BIN and
DBAS-BIN in order to work and Disk Mate 5
needs a file called Extensions-cde

Next we come to the grey area. These things
live in the hybrid world where they are half-
extension half-program. Filelnfo2 is case in point
You will need lo load,

340 LRXSPR ICIN]-FI2-F11CINfO2_BIN

to get it to work. Don't forget that loading this

program direct from the distribution will not work.
It does need some careful configuration. lt is a

very powerful addition to the QL if you use any
of the File Managers such as DM5, QPAC2, Cue-
shell and the new one being developed for QDT
To find out more look at Volume 4 lssue 5 where
it is covered in depth.
QTYP is another 'grey area' program. The spell
extensions need to be loaded to get the pro-
gram to spell check in QD and other programs
but they contain many elements that are normally
considered to be the domain of programs.

350 TRESPR WINI-QTYP_QTYP_SPELL

There are others like this but I lhink you get the
drift from these examples.

Finally we have programs loaded as Resident
Procedures such as QD, DataDesign, and FiFi. All
of these can be LRESPR'd in the same way and
will launch merely by typing a command like
EXEP QD at the command line The advantage
here is thal you only have one copy of the code
running in the system no matter how many times
you actually start the program.

One last area in which LRTSPR comes ln handy
is in loading things like new system sprites. lf you
are using one of the new High Colour variants of
SMSQ/E you can download some of the sprites
Marcel Kilgus has put on his website and these
can be added to your system using

,60 LRESPR trIinl:narcelth-syssprites

lf you are using some versions of the ZIP and
UNZIP utility you will probably also need to load
the signal extensions. These are freely down-
loadable and can be found on the QTPI terminal
distribution. They are used by the UNZIP program
in particular to display the contents of the ZIP

archive without actually decompressing it. The
main program will work without it but it does
throw up an error message if it is not there,

370 LffiSPR winl-QTPl*sigext30-rext

ProWesS
The PROGS software team in Belgium released a
series of programs and a whole new windowing
system some time ago. Most of this is now free
to use. This also needs certain files loaded in the
BOOT file. These include their own system library,

dynamic link libraries (dll) and a whole set of
global variables.
430 rF PWSDTR$(Ifin(pWSnrn$) )., "*" THEN

PWSDIR$=PI'ISDIR$ &' -'/r40 IaESPR Pl.IsDlR$&"ext_dll*rextil

3B



450 r,nnspR PwsDlR$&"ext*syslib-rextn
/160 TRESPR PUsDlR$&rrext-g1oba1-rextt'
4?a :

480 RnUart SBASIC extensions eanrt be
loaded in startup files

490 nlMark so they have to be loaded here
500 :

510 LRESPR winl*pws-ext-PWbasic-rext
520 dd-err=0 : REMark to a1low DATAdesign

error trapping

Note here that the PWBASIC extensions have
been loaded after the others because they need
some of the libraries loaded in the first part to be
present before they can start.

At the end of the LRESPR section, if you have
loaded the Menu Extensions, it is worth adding
the Command,
590 0urtN

This provides a general Outline to the screen
which is useful if you write your own E. pro-
grams in BASIC or if you use some of the free
ones lt allows the windows to be resolved in the
correct places on the screen.
One other thing to consider is the use of RtMark
lines. A year or so after you wrote that B0OT fiie
you may look at it and think - 'why did I do that/
put that there/add that line?' A RtMark line will
probably give you a clue,

Environment Variables
lf you are using programs which need therr confi-
guration to be done by the use ol Environmeni
Variables, setting these at this point is probably a
good idea. Remember that you will have to do
this after you have actually loaded the environ-
ment variable extension (ENV-BIN - see above).
Environment Variables are used by some pro-
grams rnstead of config blocks and they pass in-

formation to the program. They do not have to
be set in the BOOT file but, if you are using the
programs regularly and using the same setting it
is a good idea to do so. The advantage of [nvi-
ronment Variables over config blocks is that you
can change them at the command line and there-
fore change the behaviour of the programs they
relate to. This will only work if the program has
not been loaded as a resident procedure or is not
already running when lhe variable are changed
You cannot rely on the program re-reading the
variable when you come to use it if you have
changed the variable after it has been started.
One good example of the use ol these variables
in with the MClock program that comes with

Qascade and indeed with Qascade itself. Qas-
cade for instance, needs to lind its '-inf' or '*rc'

files. These are the text files that they read when
they start up and which configure the programs
600 SETENV'QASCADE-3C=l,Iin1-Qascade-

qascade-rc t

Tells the program that the text file (qascade-rc)
can be found in the Qascade subdirectory on
WINl-
MClock is a neat program which displays the
clock in a button on the button frame This,
however is not all it does you can set up two
environment variable to tell it to launch programs.
610 SETENV I'MCll0K-1=winlprogs-ealendar"

will tell it to launch the QPAC2 calendar program
if you click on the clock button with the left
mouse key Similarly
620 SETENV', MCLI CK_2 =ltinLQD IARY_qd iary_ob j,'

will launch Dilwyn Jones' new diary program if

clicked on with the right mouse button.

QDT willalso write a series of environment varia-
bles to the BOOT file when it installs to help it
find various files it needs when it starts up.
Environment variables are very useful tools for
configuration and are, in some ways better than
using config blocks The one drawback with
them is that they are completely user construc-
ted and a simple typo can leave a program non
functional,

EXECUTE ME!
Following on from these it is a good idea to set
up a few of the programs that you are going to
need in any session. I have four of these 

'
630 EX'win1-progs-Qeyes-cf '
6/10 EX winl-cuedark*CUEDARK
650 EX WlNl-Qascade-qascade-exe
660 EX winl-progs-Mclock

The first excutes the Qtyes program, the next
the Cueshell screensavel next Qascade itself
and finally the MClock I have just mentioned.
I do load a few more programs a bit later on in

the BOOT file and the reason for this is that
some programs want to be started before
others, This is very much a trial and error thing.
Loading these four here will give me access to
Qascade if the BOOT file aborts and they are
happy being loaded at this point. At the end of
the BOOT file lload QDT and Sysmon but we will
come to that later



HOTKEYS & THINCS
At this point we come to the commands that
make QPAC 2 such a useful program lo have loa-
ded. As you saw at the start of this section I loa-
ded it with one line - just a simple LRESPR com-
mand. By itself it does nothing - the really useful
part is what you can do with it once it is loaded.
As I have said before it is not one program but a

collection of utilities and keywords, all of which
can make your life much easier
One of the things that QPAC2 will give you is a
'Button Frame', This is an assigned area where
you can place small buttons which can be confi-
gured to start programs or other tasks. Some
people think this is unnecessary and, Wilh QDT
Dilwyn's Launchpad and Qascade it is probably
an old fashioned way of managing your pro-
grams but QPAC2 will give you a lot more than
just this and the Button Frame has other uses
than this.
One aspect of QFAC2 is the use of THINGS and
'HOT*' commands. Say for instance, you have a

full screen program like Text 87 running and you
want to have access to a window buried under it.

You could use CONTROL-C and page though to
it or you could add a line to the BOOT file like
this:
?00 ERT HOT_TI{ING ( C}IR$ ( 232 ), I ButtonJleep' )

This means that all you have to do is to hold
down the ALT key and then press F1 and the
program will be minimised onto a small button. To

wake it again just click on the button. While it is
minimised you have access to everything else
on the screen.
Another aspect is the other way around Again,
say you are using, Text 87 and you want to call
up you button frame and start something from it.

This line'

710 ERT HOT-THING( ' . ', 'ButtonJickt)

will immediately make the button frame to the
top lob just by using ALTI'.'

720 ERT H0T_PrCK ( 'b' , ' ')

Will do the same for the BASIC Windows.
Already we have three very useful lines and uses
of QPAC2. I do not intend to go into a big discus-
sion of QPAC2 - you can find that in another
issue, but I will give you a few more use{ul lines
of code to illustrate how you can use QPAC2 to
your advantage if you are one of those people
who bought it and never got past the tutorial on
the disk. lt does have a lot of uses so it it is

worth investigating if you have not used it

800 ERT H0T_rHING ( '1' , rFiles t ; '\dwin1-r )

for instance will give you a directory of WlNl-
just by using AL71 and
810 ERT HoT-THING (,2,, tFiles';'\dwin2-t)
820 ERT HOT_THING ('3' ,' Filesr;'\dflp1*r)

will do the same for WlN2- and Flpl- I think you
can see how to do the same for any device
attached to your particular QL
QPAC 2 will also allow you to load a program
when you need it with a line like,
880 ERT H0T_L0AD1 (tc', tilin1*crib-spell

crib-obj r)

This means that pressing ALT/c will pop up the
Spelling Crib program.
You can also 'wake' programs that have been
LRTSPR'd such as'
910 ERT HoT_WAI(E ( 'q 

" 
'QD')

This is very useful because you can call QD to
the top if it is buried. I use this a lot with LINE-
design when adding lext from the Scrap thing.
lf you want to use the QPAC2 Buttons these can
be added with a line like'

920 BT-_I{0TKEY r1r, rl'IrNl_r

This will put a button the screen with the text
'WlNt-' in it. When clicked on it will execute the
HOTKEY you have set up for ALTI1 (see line 800
above)
920 ERT HoT_CMD ('X" 'QPC_-EXrr')

will quit QPC2 if used when the BASIC windows
are open but HOT-CMD will work with any com-
mand that can be typed in the SuperBasic chan-
nel. This will only work if the BASIC Windows are
active at the time and not buried or minimised.

950 ERT HOT_KEY ('Q"Crfi$(240) &'Q' &CHR$
(10) )

This is another useful line that is the equivalent of
pressing F3 - Q - ENTER which is the sequence
many QL Pointer programs use lo quit.

As we draw to the end of the B0OT file we will
need to issue
960 H0T_G0

to initialise the whole HOTKEY syslem in QPAC2
and I add some further lines to my QPC2 BO0T
file'

970 EI,I PWSDlR$&rrprg-loaderr' ; Ptr'ISDIR$&
trstartuprr

to start the ProWesS system



9B0 EX rwinl progs_sysnonl
slarls sysmon

990 EX w1n1*QDT-BIN-QDT-E]G
starts QDT

1OOO QPC_SYNCSCRAP

synchronises the scrap funclion to the Windows
clipboard - everything sent to scrap goes to the
clipboard and vice versa

1005 H0T_-D0 'b'
picks the BASIC windows to the top and
1010 H0T-!O CHR$(232) :REMark put the

systen to sleep

puts them to sleep on a button, leaving me with
a clean screen.

And that is how I set out my BOOT As you can
tell from the gaps in the numbering there is a lot
of other stuff I have left out but that is mostly
repetition. There is more to QPAC2 as well and, if
you want to get more from this program check
vol 5 issue 6 where there is an in depth
discussion of its properties

I hope that this part of Start Here has led you to
look at your BOOT files and lhope that some of
you, who have maybe shied away from attemp-
ting to write your own BOOT files may now have
been tempted to have a go As I said before, un-
like the PC system, you cannot do any lasting
hard to your QL setup by writing a BOOT file pro-

vided you back up the old one and can put it

back if you get the new one wrong. But then you
all Back up your files don't you?

lntrod uction
At the Hove meeling on May 28th 2006 I gave a

talk about the U.S. Global Positioning System

{GPS) and demonstrated the electronics and the
SuperBASlC program t had written, under QPC,
to display some of the data that can be received
from it lpromised to write about it for both Quan-
ta and Qltoday, and this is the result.
The QL interest is really lust in the program but to
use real time data from GPS some additional
eleclronic hardware is necessary, so in this article
I describe, how the GPS works; the hardware I

us€; snd the program; with an account of the
problems I encountered and the solutions that
emerged.

My program is run in one of several modes. lf the
hardware is available then it can extract data
from the GPS receiver and display either the
orbits of the satellites on a picture of the sky
figures 5,6,7 and B, ot if it is loaded and run in a

Fig.6 - As figure 5 buf interrupted after fwo hours or so lo
help make sense of if.

laptop and carried around, a plot on a chart of
the track moved along as the journey progres-
ses, figure 9. Don't get too excited -- the chart is

a blank with only lines of longitude and latitude
marked -- this is not a navigational system. Both
sets of data, stationary or moving, can be saved,
and viewed again as simulations I hope to depo-

Frg 5 - Orbits as 'sausages', over a five hour period
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Overview
GPS is a method of location
using the calculated distan-
ces from a swarm of about
two dozen artificial satellites,
orbiting at around 12000
miles from the centre of the
earth, in lwelve hour orbits,
and broadcasting data of
time and position that allow a
suitable receiver to calculate
its own position in latitude
and longitude, and its height
above a datum. The orbits
criss-cross in the sky so that
any place on earth always
has enough in view to get a

good fix.
I've been fascinated by this
ever since I first heard of
GPS about ten years ago,

ffir tl"i]*t@: &s,@,fr,s#,6m,ff,ffi&l&r1tkl:d!6 .ffi,u,@t,4,tw,2,ffi
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Fig.7 'Whole screen capture of an orbits display to show
alllhe windows.

sit the program, with files of data, in the Quanta
library so you can experience its delights without
having to buy a receiver and build the circuitry, oi
indeed, without typing anything at all.

but the receivers were too expensive at lhal
time, and I am much more interested in how it all

works than simply finding out where I am, so a

complete but inaccessible unit wasn't really what
I wanted. Now the prices have come down and
you can buy hand held navigation equipment for
under f200, or a bare receiver module for t32
{+VAT etc.} (1} {numbers in brackets refer to the
Sources list at the end of this article). I bought a
more expensive module (2) for about t60 {VAT
etc made it t8s) eighteen months ago and
started experimenting with it. lt is the second I

have tried, I had blown up the first {3} through
getting its connections wrong.

i ---i
tnlrf{ec ln ilqLre lJ

Fig 9 The track from Bognor Regis to Petersfield, this

replaces the orbiis window

ffi;
i5*

Fig. B'Orbits as 5 but with lines rnsiead of sausages.

A caveat. Although I give this information in good
faith, and as accurately as I can, it is a description
of what I have done, not a recipe. lf you want to
try it out then you must make sure for yourself
that what you do is correct. I have already blown
up one receiver through carelessness: so be
very careful.



We have moyed back to Walsll for $e time being - se out current add|6 at tie
bottom of $e pase,

Eetter news is tfiat we now have an extended ranqe of sffond hand items for the
Sinclair QL ald ZX Spectrumr and have one remaintng Epson 850 Inkjet printer
availabl€, 288 stocks are however now getting quite low so if there is anything you
n€ed, pl6se brose our website:

htF://m, trapeftraare.co.!k

We are also lsking to produce eme new hard disk interfac6 for the ZX Specb-um
and haye a ,€w litde prcjects or the dRwing board.

Our websites:
htF;//M.H€psrviG,co.uk {Genetal site)
http://ww.ruapsftware.co.uk (Sinclair @mput€r sond hand and new items)
http://ww.sapadventurs.@m (Adventure Prcgrams)
htbr://ww,intenetbusinsangels.com (Guidance on stting up onli.e businsss)

,.r, . r sf,6 h@M\MffiUremt*_-_:__;- 6,4-/ MSD@@FCfl
The$dai{ is no?y sver! Q-Word version 1 isfinally availablel

Flatformsi
OPC/AXL, Q,tolQ60, Aurora (with SGC)

Prices:

Utiliti€s
SBA$IG / SuperAASlC Reference Manual on CD

Sidewriler Yl.O8
Landx ape Printing (FPS0,{ p.inte6]
lmageD v1.03
3A objet generator

Q-ilelp v1"06
Sapsbasic On-Screen help sysfem
Q-lndex v1.05
KeWad-ta-topic linder
ProForma ESC/P2 Drivers v1.04 for ProWeSs
Printet Diver

e 20.00
t 10.00

I 10.00

t 10.00

E 5-00

I 8.00

Applications

Flashback SE v2.03 {upgrade only}
Dalabase
OL Cash Trader v3.7
AccauntingiFinance
QL Payrol{ v3.5
AccauntinglFinance
OL Genealogist v3.2S
6enealoW

Genealogy far windows
QL genealogist to Windows version upgrade

0L Cosmos v2.04
Plaretarium
O-Route v2.oO
Route Findirg

Upgrade trom vl .xx
Britain map v1.1 1

BIG Bdtain map {needs 2Mb} v2.03
Various Eriiain Area maps (ask tar d€tails)
lreled map v1.0O
Belgium map v1.01
Catalonia map v1.03

P-Word UK English Diction&ry (5oo.000 wordsl)
Dietionary

E 5.00

t 5.00

t 5.o0

! 20.00

e 50.00
€ 25.00

[ 5.00

f 25.00

5.00
2.AO

5.00
2.00
5.00
2.00
2.OO

t 5.00

All versions withorJt P-Word
All versions with P-Word

t20.00
e 30.00

Noles:
Q-Word D-0,!5_NEr require SMSQ/E with GDa support -OR- SMSQlgSlall on
the Aurora orQxo machines- lt works on the highestcolourdepth everywhere
regardless oi Opersting System.
The Aurora version is available on either h0 or ED disk. For the laiter add
t1.0o to the price. ED version is uncompressed and €n be run directly from
the floppy. All other Floppy versions are compressed. QPC/QXL trersion
comeson CD. Non CDversions DO NOW$ppsrtdigital soundonQPC?

Quantum Leap ED Drives
The b.d news is that our st@k of ED Disk DIivs has now ben depleted and thete is
no sign of any more being available in the short tem.

We do however have a range of brand new DD and ED 3.5" Diskettes for sale at low
prics:

10 x 3.5" DSDD Disks f7.50
10 x 3-5' ED Diskettes E10
10 x 3" Disks f9

Pric6 do nat include post and packing - d€se ask us Fo. details.

we do have a Enge of s@nd hand disk intertac6 and driv6 (one or two ED
Driv6) ic. us with the Sinclair QL, e if you need anything, plsse let ask.

ffitforwindows
For QLers thal run Windows or with incompatible hardware for
Talent Games, we now have re-released these adventures so thal
they can run on your Windows-equipped PC. No Emulator,
floppies, microdrilre backups cic. required, just a one-click install!
Of coursethefullQL line is slillavailablel {$ee side column)

Tabffeameslorwindows ea. f 10.00
(Fach Gatre inclsdes a runtime instatlatioft ot QLAV? by Jimmy Montesinosj

&lttffiS69,r*tfu
25 oak Rad, Shelfield, walell. west Midlands Wg 1RQ
webstte: ht$:l/M,ruapsftware.co.uk
Email : sls@ruapeftware.e.uk

We Accept Payment using :

Leisure

Return to Eden v3.08
Advenlurc
Nemesis Mkll v2.03
Adventure
The Prawn v2.01
Adrenture
Horrorday v3.1
Mtefrture
W€st v2.0S
Adventurc
The Lost Kingdom of Zkul v2-01
Adventltre

All 6 games above

D-Day Mkll v3.04
Saraf eEylwar Simuralion
Grey Woll v1.08
Graph ical Submail ne Simuralion
War in the Fast Mkll v1.24 (upgrade only)
stntegylwr Simulatian
Open Golf v5.20
Sports Simulation
QuizMaster ll v2.07
Quiz

Stone Flaider ll v2.00
Arcade Game

Hoverzcne v1.2
Arcade Came
Dealhstrike v1.5
Arcade Game
Flightdeck v1.0
Flight Sinulation

[ 10.00

[ 8.00

r 8.00

s 8.oo

t 5.00

I 5.00

t 25.00

f 10.00

t 8.00

t 5.o0

[ 8.00

E 5.00

t 5.00

t 5.00

f 5.00

f 10.00

All 6 games above (Open Golf, QuizMaster ll,Stone
Raider ll, Hoverzone, Deathstdke and Flightdeck) t 28.00

llol€s on $o{tware requirements
The lollowing programs havs a minimsm SGC eard requirement: P-Word,
Gword, Big Sdiain MAPlorQ-ffoute

TEL: +44 1922691607 Frcm theuKDialt 0L92269t@7

(Cheques in f sterling made payable to R. Mellor)



Fig 1A - An enlargement of part of figure 9 to show the
detail deep rn fhe data.

My module, and as far as I can see mosl others,
outputs its data in the form of ASCII text easily
input to a computer for processing. As well as its
current latitude and longitude - which is mainly
interesting if you're on the move, once you've
found out where you live - the module supplies
the position {bearing and elevation) of each of
the satellites in view, which of course changes
with time, giving an opportunity for a changing
display even for a stationary receiver So my first
objective was for a graphical picture of the sky
and the satellites on il. This was the system I de-
scribed at Hove. Since then I have gone 0n to use
a laptop for a mobile system I can lake in the car
to display the speed, heading, and the track fol-
lowed {also output from the module), with all the
data stored in a file lo view or use later figure 9.

SuperBASlC is ideal for these applications, with
its combination of hardware access, mathematics,
and graphics, with a superb program editor {tD)
giving quick and easy modification and testing.

GPS basics
Fairly basic equipment like mine gives an expec-
ted positional accuracy of ten to twenty metres.
This in itself is truly remarkable considering that
it represents the measurement of distances up to
20,000 kilometres to an accuracy of a few me-
tres. With suitable, and much more expensive,
equipment you can find your location {actually
that of the antenna) to an accuracy of a centi-
metre or less -- even more remarkable. You now
see surveyors on civil engineering and building
sites using GPS instead of the traditional theo-
dolite.

One thing I must get out ol the wa!: if you search
the lnternet for GPS information you will see a lot
of mentions of SA (Selective Access) in older
documents. This was a security measure by the
U.S. to prevent terrorists from using the service
for really accurate fixes, called Precise Positio-
ning System (PPS). Ordinary users were restricted
to Standard Positioning System {SPS) SA was
cancelled in 2000 and can now be ignored,
anyone with the right equiprnent can get the
maximum accuracy possible. Don't confuse this
use of PPS, which is mentioned only here in this
article, with Pulse Per Second which we will meet
Iater on.

The satellites circulate along paths closely moni-
tored and controlled by ground stations, and they
have, of course, lo be controlled to a greater ac-
curacy than the position you are trying to calcu-
late. Even so, at these accuracies, the gravitatio-
nal pull of mountain ranges, and even wealher
systems, make the path more like that of the
track of a bicycle about the general forward di-

rection. So, 1o know where the satellites are, two
sets of data are needed, firstly the basic orbital
data, called 'almanac' in the largon, which is
slored in the receiver and is valid for several
months al a time; secondly, detailed information
about where the satellite is along this orbit, and
any devialions that are going on, 'ephemeris',

which changes frequently and is downloaded
automatically from the satellites from time 1o time.
I use the analogy of a train timetable: the printed
version tells you what should happen - the alma-
nac; but you also need detailed information, on
the day, of cancellations, lateness, platform chan-
ges - the ephemeris.
The basic distance measurement is made by cal-
culating the times the radio signals takes to travel
from the satellites to the receivef but it is difficult
to make a very accurate clock in a reasonably
cheap receiver so each satellite has a number of
atomic clocks on board, again monitored and
controlled from the ground and the receiver syn-
chronises its own clock to GPS time. A pay-off
from this is that you can get a very accurate time
check - more than twice as accurate as the Rug-
by transmissions used in radio-controlled clocks.
Each satellite lransmits its information over seve-
ralminutes. At switch on, the receiver has no idea
where it is, on the earth, above or below the
surface, or way out in in space, it has 1o check
that the almanac it has stored is current, or to
read in a new one, and then get the ephemeris, a

process that can take anything from a few
seconds, if the 'off' time has not been too long,
to an hour or so if it all needs to be read in



To get a lix, four satellites are needed' the dis-
tance from the first defrnes a spherical 'surface'

on which the receiver {strictly its antenna} must
be, somewhere. The same applies to a second
satellite, so the antenna is now known to be loca-
ted on the circle where this'sphere'cuts the first,

since it must be on both. A third sphere cuts this
circle in two places, and a fourth sphere passes
through just one of these, giving a unique posi-
tion relative to the satellites' frame of reference.
Time data sent by the satellite are used at the
receiver to make the calculations.
However these measurements and calculations
are not precise, so the 'spheres' will not meet
exactly at the same point. More salellites'distan-
ces are measured giving a spread of intersec-
tions of the spheres over a small space called a
"resection". The size of the resection gives a

measure ol the additional inaccuracy called'Dilu-
tion 0f Position" or DOF above that expected
from the inherent tolerances of the systenn itself

Where on Earth are we?
To know this we need to take the position ob-
tained as described, relatrve to the satellites, and
relale it to the Earth's surface, introducing a

whole lot of new problems. ldeally we want our
position in latitude and longitude, or some equiva-
lent like an Ordnance Survey (OS) National Grid
Reference.
Traditional marine navigatron, giving a fix to a mile
or so, can treat the Earth as a sphere, and use
relatively simple trigonometry to calculate the
position from a measurement of the elevations of
the sun and/or slars at known times. The more
precise GPS fix, and indeed mapmaking like the
0S which aims at at least a two metre accuracy
over the whole country, needs a model closer to
the true shape of the Earth. However the Earth is

rather bumpy, so it is'Mean Sea Level' {MSL) that
is taken as the 'surface' to work on: this real
shape is called a 'geoid', which, idealised to a

lesser degree of accurate fit, becomes an 'ellip-

soid'- a mathematical shape made by rotating an
ellipse round its minor axis, in this case to make a
'bowl' shape {as in the game of bowls, i.e. not a
'rugby ball' shape). The great advantage of this
model is that it is easily defined by just a few
numbers, or parameters The internationally
agreed ellipsoid is WGSB4 i6) and most GPS
receivers give a position on this as the basic fix.
As in all coordinate systems it needs an origin,
which is basically lhe centre ol mass of the Earth
The deviation of the ellipsoid from a sphere, the
'eccentricity', is only about 40 kilometres, or 0.306

of the Earth's average diameter of 12800ish km.
It is all a deep and complex subject, well ex-
plained in {4}.
There are a lot ol'howevers' in all this, and the
next is that, although WGSB4 or olher global el-
lipsoids are relatively easy to calculate, none is
close enough to the measured MSL everywhere
{anywhere?). This was realised early in the nine-
teenth century when the 0S firsl surveyed the
country. The then Astronomer Royal, Sir George
Airy calculated a better local ellipsoid reference
for the UK, now called 'Airy 1B30', which was
used for the OS, ln modern times, Airy 1830 has
slightly diflerent radii, origin, and eccentricity from
WGSB4, but again lhe parameters are few and
easily converted (in all this 'easy' means com-
pared with the enormous mass of data and cal-
culation necessary if a more detailed model was
used; the maths looks pretty horrendous in any
case.)
There's a good story here t8). One axis for Airy
1830 uses, of course, the Greenwich Meridian.
Originally defined by the position of the transit
instrument built by the first Astronomer Royal,
Flamsteed, in 1685 when the Greenwich Obser-
vatory was established to gather astronomical
data for marine navigation, in L725 the meridian
moved 73 inches East to where the next Astro-
nomer Royal, Halley built his transit when he dis-
covered that Flamsteed's instrument was subsi-
ding out of alignment. With the accuracies ex-
pected at the time the small change in position
did not matter ln 1750 Bradley built a more
modern transit a further 436 inches East and the
OS started with this as its datum; this instrument
still exists at Greenwich in its original observing
room^ ln 1850 Airy was after even greater accu-
racy and built the present transit at 19 feet tast
of Bradley's, sending a memo to 0S lo inform
them of the change in the Meridian The brass
strip showing this meridian for tourists was
added in the 1970s.
Unique among major countries, the UK was re-

surveyed in the twentieth century, from about
1938 to 1979, to correct anomalies that more ac-
curale surveying techniques had revealed. The
new survey followed the earlier one, from a base
line across Southern England, with all other
points fixed by measuring angles. As a check a
second 'base line' across Scotland was mea-
sured, and came out well within the accuracy
expected. But the new survey placed the'brass
strip' Greenwich Meridian at 00 degrees 00'
00.418' t longitude - an 'impossible' result, 26.4
feel out. What had happened was that the fkst



Figure 4 - Ien lirres of |ypical data

$GpcGA, LL16r6 .00 ,5A47 .66176 ,N ,AA010 .2rL66 ,W , L,05 , !.73 ,00015 ,14, A17 ,14, , x79

$GpGSArAr3 r01r23 r7Lr20 r2Br r r r r r r 12.65 11.73 12.00t(0C
$GPGSV,2,1,0B, 07,46,072,43,L7 ,4.2,29? ,29,!1,66,730,35,2O,74,241,35x70
$GPGSV,2r 2 ,Og,!4,16,037 ,32,23,26,777 ,33,24,33,29L,26,28,L0,25!,32x76
$cpRMC, 111716.00, A, 50/+7 .66L70rN,00040. 25L7A,$ ,000.0, 134.1,2404A6,05.4,Wx07

$GPGGA, LL!?58.AA,5A47 .66170, N, O0O40.2rL7!,\I,L,0611.35,00016, M, 0l*7 ,r4, ,x7t,
$GpcsA, A, 3, 01, 77, 20, 23, 14, 28 r r r r r,, 2. 00, 1. 3r 11. 47X08

$GPGSV,2,1,08, 0]-,46,07L,43 ,77 ,43 ,297 , ,17,6' ,730,34,20,74,242,35x78
$GPGSV, 2, 2, 08, !/+, 15, A37, 32, 23, 26, 177, 32, 24, 34, 29]- r, 28, 1:0, 2' 1, 33x7 6

$GPRMC, L17852.00, A, 5047 .66\67, N, 00040 .25172,\t ,000.A,341 .3 ,240406,05 .4, U*OF

Note: the empty line is not sent by the GPS module, it is inserted to make it easier to see what is going on.

OS had'forgotten' about Airy's memo and conti-
nued with Bradley's meridian. When this was ta-
ken into account the discrepancy was well within
the allowed tolerance. However all OS maps
continue to be based on Bradley's Meridian, over
eight meires East of what you see as 'The'

Greenwich Meridian if you go to the Observatory
At the accuracies of GPS, tectonic drifl of the
continents is apparent, and they all move in

different directions {11}. Based on an average
over the world, Europe including UK is moving
N[ at about an inch a yea[ almost a metre since
WGSB4 was eslablished. To avoid the continual
updating of map data, a reference called Euro-
pean Terrestrial Reference System {[TRSB9} is
used that is fixed to, and moves with, Europe,
with transformation data to and from WGSB4
provided by national organisations.
The WGS84 meridian and origin are based on an

average of the world, made so that the transfor-
mations from local datums is on average as small
as possible. On this system the Prime Meridian,
on which allGPS is based, is a further 334 ft East
of Airy's, and not marked with a brass strip as far
as I know
Further complications arise because latitude and
longitude, on the near spherical Earlh, are cur-
ves, whereas National Grid lines are straight lines
on a flat map. (6 page 35) Yes, I know it's really a

cylindrical map, but that is another story.
The net result is that a GPS WGSB4 Latitude and
Longitude plotted on an OS map places you at
roughly 120 metres NWxW of your true position
- I've seen various estimates, but this looks the
most likelll I took it from the plan of Southampton
University on page 4 of (6), and it fits quite well
with the figures l've given for the Meridian. Your
GPS device may do the translation for you, but it
is something to check.

GPS data
From the data sent from my receiver to QPC, I

can display as alternatives, the track across
ground, {igure 9, which I use when carrying the
equipment in the cor; or the orbits extending
across the sky figures 5, or B; a nice picture to
watch at when at home with the receiver statio-
nary for a long period.
The receivers available, and I have studied only
the two I've owned, do a tremendous amount of
processing on the data received, and output the
results as a stream of ASCII codes. The dala
format is specilied by the USA National Marine
Electronics Associalion {NMEA){9), in the form of
'senlences'. tach starts with a '$' sign and an

identifying string, and terminates with a check
sum and ,CR',LF codes. My present module
outputs a default set of five sentences every
second, seen in figure 4 and at the bottom left of
figure 7. The data sheet for the device says that
it can be programmed in a number of ways to
change its behaviour, but I have not investigated
that, and won't menlion it again.
My hardware converts and sends this data as
RS232 signals to the PC.

A typical sentence is the first one sent each
second,
$GPGGA, 123519, 4807. 038, N, 0 1737.000, E, 1,
08, 0. 9, 14, . 4,14, /+6.9,14,, x47

Which, noting that data fields are delimited by
commas, translates as:

$GP Header code for all sentences
GGA Global Positioning System Fix Data,

Name and type of data
123r!9 Fix taken at 12,35:19 UTC
48a7.038,N Latitude 48 deg 07.038'N
01131.000,n Longitude 11 deg 31.000'E
Note: degrees: minuies and decimals of minutes are run

logetherl



1 Fix quality,

0 = invalid
t = GPS fix {SPS}
2 = DGPS fix
3 = PPS fix
4 = Real Time Kinematic
5 = Float RTK
6 = estimated (dead reckoning)

{2.3 feature}
7 = Manual input mode
8 = Simulation mode

0B Number ol satellites being tracked
0.9 Horizontal dilution of position {l will

explain this laler)

54r.4,v. Altitude, Metres, above mean sea
level

/+6.9,tti Height of geoid {mean sea level}
above WGSB4 ellipsoid

{empty field) time in seconds since last DGPS
update

(empty field) DGPS station lD number
xtrT the checksum data, always begins

with x

I must admit that don'l know what a lot of this
means, and at presenl I don't use this data at all

except to recognise the start of each second's
transmission.
-lb get it out of the way, the checksum, present in
every type of sentence, is the'XOR'of the binary
of all code between'$'and'*', expessed as two
hex characters. My function'CheckSum' probably
gives a better explanation than words would.
I found that data is often corrupted, and doesn't
conform with the standard. lt is also apparent that
different module manufacturers interpret the
NMEA standard in difterent ways (surprise, sur-
prise), particularly in the number of characters in

each field. So a considerable amount of checking
is needed to eliminate potentially misleading data.
My program doesn't always do the checks - a

combination ol "couldn't be bothered {CBB)" and
'lt Works So Why Fix lt? (lWSWfl)". That is,l often
do rely on the data being in the format expected.
Where this does result in corrupled data further
checks usually cut it out. The last real field often
ends at the '*' that denotes the checksum, in-

stead of d coffirno; until I realised this and allowed
for it {in the 'field$' function} it caused a lot of
unexplained crashes.
There are many more of these sentence forms
defined, but just four types, including $GPGGA,
are sent each second by the devrce I use, {one
type, $GPGSV is sent lwice to make the five
mentioned, as I will explain). The other types, in

the sequence they are sent, are:

$cPGSArAr3, 01,05, 209 r12t , ,24, , , , ,2.5,1.3,2.7X39
Where,
GsA Satellite stalus
A Auto selection of 2D or 3D fix {M =

manual)

3 3D fix - values include,
1=nofix
2 = 2D fix often happens if trees

etc spoil the signal
3 = 3D fix only this really is a

'good'fix

04,05. . . PRNs {identification numbers) of
satellites used for fix {space |or l2l

2.5 PDOP (dilution of precision), this is
horizontal and vertical combined

r.3 Horizontal dilution of precision

{HDOP}
2.L Vertical dilution of precision {VDOP)x39 the checksum data, always begins

with *

A 3D fix is the best, with good visibilty to at least
four satellites. lf only three are available then it is
still possible to get a fix using the line to the
origin of co-ordinates by assuming an elevation
above where it cuts the ellipsoid. lf the ellipsoid
was a true sphere, then the height would not
matter but, with eccentricity the height assumed
must be close to lhe true height lor a'2'fix to be
accurate, so really they are only any use near
sea level. The question of what "height" is, is
gone into at great length in {6).
PRNs -'Pseudo Random Noise', and no, I don't
understand this; for more information see (10).

The DOPs I have mentioned earlier and this
sentence quanti{ies them. The range is 1(perfect
position) to 50 {completely lost). Anything under 3

is pretty good. Vertical {VDOP} is always the
worst, as GPS is intended primarily to give a

horizontal position.
From the $GPSGSA sentence I extract the identi-
fiers of the satellites actually used to derive the
position at this instant.

$GPGSV, 2, 1, 09, 07, 40, 093, 46, 02, ].7, 309, 4L,
t2, 07, 3/+4, 39, 14, 22, z2g, 4jx7,
Where,
Gsv Satellites in view
2 Number of sentences for full data
1 sentence 1 of 2
oB Number of satellites in view

01 Satellite PRN number
1a Elevation, degrees
0s3 Azimuth, degrees, clockwise from

North



1.6 SNR {Signal to Noise Ratio?}

higher is better a measure of the
quality of the signal,

The above four fields repeated for up to 4

satellites per sentence

x7, the checksum data, always begins
with x

There are usually two $GPGSVs senl each se-
cond, listing all the satellites in view wilh their
position in the sky, the basis of my sky display.

From it I also get the'Satellites ln View' list which
includes those not actually used in the presenl fix.
Curiously the module I have misses out the SNR

for the last satellite on each line.

Finally,

$GPRMC, L23519, A, 4807. 038, N, 07731.000, r,
022. /+, 781.. 4, 230394, OO3 .1, lIx6A
Which translates as:

RMc Recommended Minimum Content
123119 Fix taken at 12,35,19 UTC

A Status A= Active or V= Void. A void
line is not a reliable fix.

/,a07.038,N Latitude 48 deg 07.038'N
orl3t.000,E Longitude 11 deg 31.000'E
Note: degreesi minules and decimals of mrnutes are run

togetherl

022.4 Speed over the ground in knots
184.4 '1iack 

angle in degrees True, mea-

230394
003.1,trf

x6A

sured clockwise from North
Date-23rd of March 1994
Magnetic Variation, not always
given, an empty field ',,' is shown
instead
The checksum dala, always begins
with *

I extract the current latitude and longitude, date
and time, and the track and speed for the dis-
plays. Note that the GPS receiver can have no
idea which direction it is facing, you can't use it
as a compass: it can only take successive posi-
tions at known times and from them calculate
track and speed.
The display in my set up is a second or two
behind the real time of the data because of the
processing time in the hardware and in QPC, and
the track display is updated only after the pro-
gram's 'Delay' time, so it tends to smooth out
sharp bends in the track.

Creater accu racy
Looking at a latitude given in ihe $GPRMC
sentence as, say 51 degrees 43 26815'N, and

remembering that one nautical mile is one se-
cond of arc on a great circle such as a meridian,
we see that the 43 represents nautical miles in
1852 metre units; so the 2 is in 185 metre units,
the 6 is in 18.5 metres, the B a bit under 2 metre
units, the 1 is a unit of 18.5 centimetres, and the 5
in 18.5 mm units. We should expect those last
few digits to be unreliable, and the best latitude
for this reading from one receiver rs 51 degrees
43.268'N, with the last digit a bit doubtful. For lon-
gitude, each minute is one nautical mile multiplied
by the cosine of the latitude, about 0.63 for Sou-
thern [ngland, or around 1100 metres per minute
of arc, so the later digits of a longitude are even
more unreliable.
The rest of this is what I understand from what I

have read on the lnternet, I've no direct experi-
ence of it to modify my impressions A good read
is {5}
i menlioned that centimelre accuracy can be ob-
tained from GPS. As it is, in my set up, the accu-
racy is enough to just differentiate the two sides
of a single carriageway main road. Bad data, e g.

from being under trees, misses some points out
so it may not give a really true picture of a bendy
road.
A betler fix can be obtained, ii you are stationary
by taking an average over a long period, and
picking out the readings with a low DOP I may
revisit this to see what happens, but there's not
much further I can go with the equipment I have.

To get a much higher accuracy a procedure
called'Differential GPS' is used^ When observing
the position reported by a stationary receiver the
decimal points of the seconds of arc 'dither', as
seen on the display of part of a data file, figure 4.

Successive calculations give slightly different
results, and the device itself cannot know whe-
ther this is really due to the antenna making small
movements, or to errors inherent in the system, at
a stationary receive[ from small wobbles in the
orbits and propagation conditions for the signal
as it travels through the ionised layers of the at-
mosphere.
Now we can assume that two GPS receivers, not
too far apart, experience exactly lhe same er-
rors, with the true difference between their posi-

tions at the same instant being given by the dif-
ference between the calculated positions, with
the errors cancelling out. 'Not too far aparl' can,
apparently, be 30 to 100km.
ll one, reference, receiver is placed at an accu-
rately known location as a control station, the
'wobbles' in apparent position there become
known errors, so the other receive[ usually
roving around an area being surveyed, can
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derive its own position very accurately by apply-
ing the 'wobbles' in reverse to its own readings.
ln practice this can be exploited in several ways,
a succession of readings are taken at the refe-
rence point over a session, and the corrections
collected during the day are correlated at the
office in the evening: alternatively il can be done
'on the fly' using a radio link to send the correc-
tions to the roving apparatus, the latter option
being more expensive of course, but it does
allow for continuous checking and immediate
dealing with dodgy fixes without having to revisit
the site. Either method brings the accuracy down

Steve Poole writes;
ln my letter on page 38 of QL TODAY volume 10,

issue 5, I complained of main-frame mentality re-

ducing people to numbers. lt was also suggested
that readers could donate their wait-states to
Science, for the good of the common cause.
Citizen Science began in 1998, when the SetiAt-
Home proiect was launched. SETI is the abbre-
viation for'Search {fori txtraterrestrial lntelligence'
It is a University non-governmental research pro-
ject, that uses lhe largest radio-telescope in the
world, the 300-metre diameter Aricebo-crater dish
in Costa Rica. This is a fixed dish, aimed at a small
area of the sky, that searches all radio frequencies
to try to detect any intelligent radio signals, amid
the hiss of white background 'noise' emitted by
distant pulsating stars.
SeliAtHome hopes to find some sign of intelligent
life in Space, {as some philosophers would ques-

tion the existence of any real intelligence on earth!).

This project rnvolves listening to thousands of
wavelengths simultaneously, which demands
enormous computing power So the project orga-
nisers hit upon the original idea of popular 'distri-

buted computing': Any member of the public

could donate the idle-time of his compuler to
Science, First he musl conlact the website and
regisler Then the site will download a search-sub-
routine onto his computet which would operate
whenever the compuler was iust ticking over
Thereby, SETI has between 200,000 and
1,000,000 PC's running its program at any one
momenl. This amount of computing power is

more than available on any super-computer: And
the wavelenglh-search, which would have taken
cenluries on one research machine will be com-
plete in just a few years. While your computer is

to the metre region, and there are further refine-
ments of technique if accuracies down to the
centimetre level are required.
The 0S now uses this method, and has surveyed
a number of the old triangulation pillars to a very
high accuracy, and additional control stations
have been built, with the data available free on
the lnternet. These are 'Passive' stations -- you
have to provide your own equipment. A numer of
'Active ' stations also exist, which broadcast the
correction data to be picked up at a survey sile
in the appropriate area. Links to lists and details
are in {4).

lhus occupied, lhe SETI rouline displays ils own
screen-saver
There are many PC owners who are extremely
enthusiastic, and supply extra computers just lo
participate to a maximurn. These are nick-named
'Crunchers', and some run simullaneously up to 15

or more different proiects, These range from
research on 'Ards' to 'Prime Numbers,' and new
ones appear every month. Here is a selection'
ClimatePrediction.nel ... Give a hand to the
world's biggest computers to predicl disaslers.
EinsteinAlHome .. See if you spot a 'Gravity

Wave' lo prove the General Relativity Theory.
PrimeNumbersAtHome ... Get more than any

other group to decode any hostile messages.
RosetlaAtHome ... Make 3D slereo models of
proteins for medtcal research.
SlarduslAlHome ... Scan photos of satellite gels

to find the first Slellar-dust parlicle.
As you see, there are many ways to humanely
reduce the whole of creation to numbers, just use
your search-engine to uncover sites that interest
you. Distributed compuling is tipped to represent
progress in the fulure. Already PC's have dual-
processors, and progress will more likely be in the
development of parallel programming rather than
in miniaturising circuits, which rnay now have ap-
proached all reasonable limits. lndeed Giant Com-
puters are mainly arrays of thousands of ordinary
microprocessors, ralher than giant processor-

chips. Perhaps somebody in the QL community
could provide software to link QPC's or even
better QL's to compute in Parallel. A first start
would be for someone lo write an article on
parallel processing on QL's! Any Offers?

hlore programs from Sleve in the next issue.



George Gwilt writes:

Comments on Programming in
Assembler - Part 15
by Norman Dunbar (QL Today Volll lssue 1)

I am glad that Norman Dunbar has restarted his

series on assembler programming.
ln Part 15 he has code which converts a long
word from binary to ASCII Oddly enough, al-

though he says that 'reusing existing and work-
ing code is always a good idea"the conversion
code is not written as a subroutine Does this
mean that he has not used this routine elewhere?
As it happens I found that I had to do this sort of
conversion so many times that I put my code in a
library and used it again and again. Since it is
totally different from Norman's code I thought it
might be of interest to show it.

My method is to successively divide the number
by 10 until it becomes zero. Each remainder is the
next digit, starting from the least significant lf n is
the number iterating
d=nMOD10
n=nDIV10
gives successive values of the digils d.

A complication arises if the number n is bigger
than i0*2^16 because division by 10 will set
overflow We thus resort to multiple length
division

Suppose that the successive words of the
number are pl, p2, p3 etc each being less
significant than the last. Then we start with the
pair 0 I p1. After division we have r1 I ql, where
the quotient is ql and the remainder ri.
We now use 11 as the the more significant word
of the pair 11 I p2 and do a further division. We
thus have'

0

rI
etc

p1 -> 11
p2 -> 12

q1
q2

At the end we have the last remainder as the
digit we are iooking for and we replace p1p2p3...

by q1q2q3... and we are ready for the next digit,
ln the presenl case, of course, we only have p1

and p2. The division of 0 I pl takes place in D0
and that of r1 I p2 in Dl

; LTOD sets ASCII decimal for DO.l in
i a buffer indicated by A0 (and uses D1).
t

; At entry:
; DO.L contains the (positive) number (a I U)

; where a I b stands for the high and low words, so DO.L = ax2^16 + b
; A0 points to the end of the area to contain the ASCII decimal.
t

; At exlt:
; D0=0
; A0 points to the start of the nwnber.
t
LTOD SIIAP D0 ;bla

BEQ.S tT0Dlf2 i If zero just set rr0tr

M0W.U D0,D1 ; a to D1.l'/
BEQ.S LT0DITI ; If zero only one divlsion is needed per digit
EXT.L D1 ; a to D1.L (O I a)
DIW.U #LO,DI ; Divide by 10 ( "o I q0 )
SWAP D1 ; q0 | r0
MOVE.W D1,D0 ; r0 to D0.W (U I rO)
SI,IAP D0 ; r0 I a
DIW.W #10,D0 ; 11 I q1 - no overflow since r0 < 10

; Now (q0 I q1) = (" I u) DIV 10 and 11 = (. I b) MoD 10

SI,IAP D0 ; q1 | 11
ADDI.l,f #4g,OA ; Set r1 to ASCII
MOVE.B D0r-(A0) ; . and store it
SWAP D0 ; Set q1 to DO.I.I
MOW.I{ D0,D1 ; Now D1 = 90 | q1 ie the new (u I U)
M0VE.I D1,D0 ; Set to DO.L for next iteration
BM.S ITOD ; Loop



,
; At this polnt the nunber is < 2^L6
t
LT0DI,I1 Drw.td #10,D0 t

S!{AP D0 t
LTODW2 ADDI.W #18,DA t

M0uE.B D0,-(A0) t
CLR.W D0 t

tTODl{ SWAP D0 t
BNE.S I,TODWI 

'RTS

Norman works forwards; I work backwards. Nor-
man uses a table of powers of 10; I use division.
The total number of instructions is similar if you
count the Table as instructions. The timing will
vary from number to number My division will
always take overallabout 4 to 5 times as long as
Norman's"digit-loop", but Norman's loop must be
iterated from one to ten times per digit

I cannol resist making five more comments on
the program.
The first comment is on the code at"convert"on
page 25. This is where the new dataspace value
is entered by lhe user The code will happily con-
tinue lo take in numbers until "k" or "K' appears.
There are two awkward cases. The first is where
the user has enlered more than 10 digits before
the k. ln this case the number in D5 calculated by
the code at "mul-10' will be wrong because of
overflow The second case is where no k is en-
tered. This is more interesting because after
'try-next" the code will drop through to
"make-even' which will assume that the amount
has been multiplied already bV L024. Howevel
the next piece of code will ensure that al least
the minimum space will be set. lt might be kinder
to the user to check that D5 does not overflow
and that you do not drop through"try-next'.

ASCII
store it

0 there is more to do

rlq
qlr
Set r to
..and
bl0
olu
If b ()

These errors could be trapped by putting
bvs.s invalid

after each asl and add instruction in"mul-10'and
also after the dbra instruction at "try-next', Also,
strictly it should appear as well after the "addq.l
fi1,d5' at 'make-even' to trap the case where a
user has entered the number 2,141,483,647 (2^31
- 1) which would otherwise round up to -2^31.

The second commenl relates to 'get-text" on
page 29. Here the address of input' in A1 is put
on the stack and later recalled. lt would be
shorter and quicker to replace'move.l {a7}+,31" 5U
"lea input,al"and delete the initial 'move.l a1,-{a7)'.

The third comment is that the first instruction in
"job-error" is not needed.
The fourth comment is that it is not necessary 1o

close the channel just before "job-end' since the

iob's death will automatically do that.
The fiflh comment is on "flush' on page 26,

Obviously Norman found the need to flush the
file buffers for safety. This is just the sort of addi-
tion needed to make a program robust in any cir-
cumstance and I hope that programmers will take
note of this. I certainly now fear some of my pro-
grams may be in danger since I have omitted
such a step in them.

More from George in lhe next issue...

This cover disk has three programs, two of which
are related to articles in this issue of QL lbdaii
Run the boot program on the disk and follow the
simple instructions to choose the programs you
wish to expand {please see note on page 2
regarding UNZIP).

1; SAMPLER
This contains the Dilwyn Jones' program BMP
that is described in the article 'Perfect Partners".
It contains a large number of bmp images that
can be used as wallpaper They are a sample of

a full collection that will be available on DVD or
set of CDs.

2: Popup eXtended
This is a software package that complemenls
the'Poxology' article by Per Witte.

3: QL2PC full version
This is a full working version {i.e. no1 a demo) of
the Just Words! flagship program QL-2-PC
lians{er The manual is to be found in text form in

manual-txt and as a pdf file in manual-pdf



A deserted hall at the recenl Byfleet show. ln

practice it was not as bad as it looks, but less
than lhirty people were present. ln spite of the
low attendance there was a good atmosphere,
but in both attendance and sphere Bylleet re-
flects what has happened at all UK shows this
year Attendance at Hove was slightly higher bul
Manchester was far worse. ln total probably no
more than 40 Ql-ers have attended
a UK show this year
At presenl UK QL statistics make
grim reading. ln 2003 Quanta lost 18

members. ln 2004 this rose to 33. ln
2005 it was a staggering 53
members. ln two years Quanta has
lost somewhere between a quarter
and a third of rts membership. Statis-
tics may grve a picture of an ailing
organisation, but .Quanta has made
some progress in recent months.
The Quanta Magazine has improved
considerably; there has been a

welcome improvement in publicising
committee decisions; and a grealer
willingness to exploit some of its
capital.
Quanta is probably no longer an accurate baro-
meter of the UK QL scene, and now faces impor-
tant decisions on how to serve its members as a
much smaller organisation.
It is even less representative of international QL
activity. When you look back lhrough recent
issues of QL Today you realise how active we
Ql-ers still are. SMSQ/E is contF
nually being developed; there has
been new graphics software; GD2
colours are no longer just for the
experts, but are becoming more
mainstream; and people have taken
up the challenge to stretch EasyPtr
programming to its limits.

Although QL Today has the occa-
sional scare over a shorlage ol
copy we remain editorially highly
viable. Over the year a steady
stream of contributions has come in

and, encouragingly they have been
varied in subject matter and usually
of high quality Our circulation is also
holding up well. The QL Today team
would like to thank all our readers
and contributors for their support.

The QL scene it is not a picture of total doom
and gloom, but we have to be prepared for
change, particularly in the UK. Quanta is rapidly
reaching a point where change will be necessary
for survival. Smaller does not necessarily mean
inferior Bul then in what direction should Quanta
now go?

Next time, as part of our fullreport on the Byfleet
show we shall be looking at the consequences
for Quanta and luture UK workshops. We would
welcome the views of our readers. What do you

see as the future for Quanta in general and UK

workshops in particular?



We seem to have a few hardy perennial themes
which will crop up at regular intervals in the QL
community. Just recently three of these have
been pointing their spiky head parapetwise.

The Hardware Debate
The first of these is the great hardware debate.
On the one hand a bunch of die hard Qlers {and I

am nol poking fun here at all) insisl that the QL-
hardware platform is by far superior to any kind
of emulation and on the other the emulation
users point out the advantages of having multiple
systerns on one machine. I used to be firmly in

the original hardware camp when t first started to
use the QL - but that may have been because
there were no emulators available. Even at the
starl of QBranch, in 1994, I was very much into
the hardware side of things and that was the
reason that I organised the two batches of Super
Gold Cards that we sold and got so involved with
the Q40. 11 was also the reason I was so disap-
pointed when the Q40 business went so sour
I believed right through lhat we should have a
thriving hardware platform but there were signs,
even in the late 90's that this was becoming
more and more of a pipedream, Modern com-
puter hardware has made such enormous strides
and seen such drastic price drops that it is

scarcely viable to use anything other than PC

hardware. PC's are now available in supermar-
kets at incredibly low prices and with
specifications that far exceed the'high end'ma-
chines of four years ago. Disk drive capacities
have soared, CPUs have got faster graphics
have got more powerful and removable USB
memory is really very cheap.
Back in the early nineties, when I first thought of
starting QBranch, the PC hardware and the QL
were on a much more equal footing and, in many
ways, the early QL hardware expansions made it
a more viable machine, but it was not to be so
we find ourselves at this luncture.
There are still many people who feel that there is
enough demand out there for more QL hardware.
All I can say to this is that there is not enough
demand to make it worthwhile. By that I do not
mean that there is not enough demand to make
a profit but thal there is not enough demand for
the project to even break even on costs.
Any new hardware prolect has to take many
things into account. Leave aside the develop-

ment stages and the time and cost involved in
even getting to a position where you have a
rough sketch of what shape your new device is
going to be. That whole area is going to be a
throwaway as far as any QL device is concerned.
Let us look at the circuit board, the basic PCB. ln

order to make these there are inherenl costs in

tooling. The company that is going to manufac-
ture these for you will need to convert your blue-
prints into hard reality and that involves similar
stages to that undertaken by printers in that a
template has to be made, either physically or
electronically so that the board can be produced
from it. There have been advances in this tech-
nique since I made the last batch of SuperGold
Cards but for every step which reduces physical
Iabour in favour of electronic or mechanised
manufacture costs either even out or increase.
This is just not an area for small time manu-
facture. Stuart Honeyballl used to estimate the
lowest production run for a PCB to 50 units but I

would say it was probably higher today.
Then we have the components. Another area
where there are potential pitfalls and high costs.
You can take the Q40 approach and buy in the
parts as you need them but this leaves you open
to shortfalls when the market dries up o[ even
worse, product variation which can lead to incon-
sistencies in the functions of the components.
Some o{ the chips I bought for the Supergold
Card made it not work because lhe manufacturer
had changed the design and timing slightly but
not changed the part number Worse still CPUs
and other components from different batches
can have slightly different behaviour as Tony

Tebby showed in Paris, when the original Colour
Drivers first emerged for the Q40
Most big companies get around this by building in

all sorts of safeguards and by programming the
devices well in the middle of the published specs
for lhe device itself. They also have the advan-
tage of getting the samples early and being able
to order large quantities of the chips. This gives
them a built in safety area. ln our small world we
have none of this. When the spec on come of
the SuperGold Card chips changed we learned
that the timing was lust off the edge of the
published range of the chip. The new version
adhered tighter to the original spec and our
process fell outside of its operational range A
bigger company would have raised hell about



this and may have been able to get the manufac-
lurer to change the design but it took me 6
months of shouting and caioling to get my
money back.

Where are you now?
As if all the foregoing was not bad enough we
have the big problem of who is actually going to
do this design/prototyping/manufacturing. 0ur
best hope, and someone who has already provi-
ded a chunk of the best devices for QLs was
Nasta and he has nol really been heard of for a

while.
There is still, howeve[ an ongoing interest and
desire for QL Hardware. I don't often get any
Super Gold Cards, or Gold Cards for that matter
but when I do they get sold quickly. I am not sure
though that I could sell a run of 50 quickly
enough lo make it worth the expense of building
them. The same is true of most QL Hardware,
While it is nice to be able to run stuff on an

original machine that would be unbearably slow
and not have much capacity. As soon as you add
a Gold Card you are already running on a non
original CPU. The same argument goes for the
Aurora and, although you gain memory some
speed, and screen capability you do not improve
the performance enough for it to really use the
more recent software with any degree of effi-
ciency
This may sound like nit-picking to you but what I

am saying here is 'Get real' Native hardware with
a lot of memory and a fast CPU is just not going
to happen. lf you want the speed and memory to
run all the latest advances in SMSQ/E and other
software you will have to get an emulator and run
it on another syslem, be that Windows, LINUX or
even an Apple.
No maybe lhave jusl annoyed someone enough
to go oul and make it just to prove me wrong -

go on ldare youl

The QL On The Internet Question
The above comments apply jusl as well to the
continuing cries for QL internet access. I can see
thal some people may only have a QL and may
wanl lo send and receive emails on it. This is pos-
sible, although I have not tried it myself. The only
thing that having email on the QL would protect
you from is Virus and Trojan attacks {they should
really be called Greek attacks shouldn't lhey
because it was the Greeks who gave the horse
to the liojans but there you are) The QL is never
going to gel lo browse the web. Now thal may be
someone else I have annoyed. Same goes.

Format under SMSQIE
Some time ago, several years ago in fact, I was
at a QL show in Paris with my prototype Q 40. I

asked Tony Tebby why SMSQ/E had stopped
being able to format floppy disks. He said he
was aware that it had and I demonstrated that I

could format them under v 29L by just inserting
a floppy disk and typing,
FORMAT FLPI-

at the command line. On both the Q40 and the
Aurora based systems I was using at the time
this was not working. On the Aurora it just locked
up with the disk spinning for ages. Usually when
the disk was removed and the system reset it
was no longer readable. lt seemed that the sys-
tem was no longer able to recognise the diffe-
rence between a DD and an HD disk. This was
one of the problems at least lt was possible to
format them by typing'
FORMAT IFIPI_*DI

This problem is still with us and I still have to
format my disks this way. Forrnatting from QPAC
2 does not work either Funnily enough Disk Mate
Five fares better because the interface allows
you to select the disk density so I have done all

my formatting from there in the last few years.

Jusl recently someone popped up on the Users
List to mention this problem and there were quite
a few replies saying that they also had these
problems. Marcel looked back through the'Chan-
ges' list and found that something in the floppy
drive interface was changed around v2.81 but
could not see what that was because his sour-
ces did not go back that far
Tony Tebby was going to look into it but he was
deep in the code for the colour drivers and I

imagine he may have forgotten I mentioned it.

What amazes me is that no-one else started
shouting about this, after all formatting a floppy
disk is something we all have to do. liue the
problem for me was worse because lhad to for-
mat DD floppies for QL Today but surely others
had the problem too. Maybe we should all report
errors quicker if we want a better system.

Brain Teasing Time
One great thing about being as involved with
things as I am is that I get sent all sorts of new
lest versions of things and a lot of the comments
about lhese find their way into this column. This
can, however work against you. When Wolfgang
brought out the first versions of the Home Direc-
tory extensions I added them to my system.



I don't think I had any constructive things to add
to the debate about them bul it was fun to try
them out. Just recently I received a new version
of Suqcess for Bob Spelten and that seemed to
work fine from QPAC2 but fail when run from the
QDT menus^ I immediately suspected a lack of
integration with the Home Directory extensions in

QDT and began to quiz Bob about this. After a

few emails it seemed it all worked OK for him
and not for me. I was in the process of writing
the last part of the articles on B0OT files so I

was looking at my own BOOT file and I realised
that, rather then using the latest version of the
Home Directory that is now part of SMSQ/E I

was reloading an early Beta test version in the
BOOT file and overwriting the new one. Once I

removed that it all worked OK.

It was not made any easier by Per Witte who
was having his own problems with the Home
Directory. I noticed that he was menlioning how it
did not work for him in the latest versions of
SMSQ/E and I wondered if we were both seeing
the same problem. Before I could write to him

aboul it, however he had worked out it was a

corrupt Filelnfo2 file causing his grief and that set
me off looking for that before I discovered the
true cause. Software testing is never straightfor-
ward at all.

Apology
I must publicly apologise to any of QBranch's
custorners who have been waiting a while for
their orders in the last couple of months. I have
had a lot of family problems, mostly to do with
my elder relalives and then my wife managed to
compound it all by falling down the slairs and
breaking her foot. As a result of all of the pro-
blems I have had little time to deal with orders
and questions o{ a QL nature. I am now gelting
back into it all and lhope to get everything back
on track soon. Thank you all for your patience.

You Thought
with it but.......

You'd Cot Away

We have been running a little late with the issues
of QL Today so this will probably be the last
issue before Christmas is upon us. Much as lhate
the tinsel and snowflakes appearing in the shops
while the Autumn sun is still warm I will rake this
opportunity to wish you all a Good Christmas
and a Happy New Year
That said you can't escape my seasonal bad
humour so, with a flourish, I would like to present,
a little out of season, the annualChristmas Enter-
tainment Listing for computer users.

Films and Music for Christmas
Just to prove he is nol all Just Words our editor
will star in a remake of

The (Geoffl Mckerman

Marcel Kilgus will also be in a remake of that
famous black and white film police film, The Thin
Blue Line'now retitled Queue PCs

The Quanta Committee will start in the second
League of Extraordinary Gentlemen film which
will tackle the controversial claims about Jesus
but will be even more absurd and hard to
understand than the book and the original film
The Dada Vinci Code

LINUX fans will love Honey I shrunk the Kernel

A Bond film where the villan burns himself on a
QL heatsink 'Galdcard Finger'

A liiple Bill at the ICA film theatre in London on a
theme of a malfunctioning copier will consist of,
'A Scanner Darkly',' Chck' and'Crash'

For you retro boys out there we have lhe Black
Qlhlia, Black to lhe Future and Jane Errtor
codel

On a musical note we have another compilation

Jim Hunkins will be singing'QDT for Two'

Dilwyn Jones will perform ZlPededodah

Ron Dunnett will do his version of lhe Peter Paul
and Mary hit: 'Leaving on a Backplane'

Jochen Merz will sing 'A Few Of My Favourite
THINGS'

Nasta will do a reggae version of 'Ihe Liona
Auroras Tonite-a'

Wolfgang Lenerz will tackle that great 10 Years
After Song,'l' m Going Home'
-lbny 

Firshman will sing'7iing Went lhe $ Of Uy
Heart'

The Van Der Auwera bothers will revive that
Johnny Cache Hit, 'l walk the LlNEdesign'

and the Mini Album will be rounded ofl with
Marcel duetting with Jim on the Sonny And Cher
hit,'The Beta Goes On'

And as they say in Warner Brothers land, That's
AllFolks, Have a good Chrislmas.

and please reserve the weekend
14th/15th of April for the Hove Show
and possibly Quanta ACM - this is very
last second news and will be confirmed

t issue, on the J-m-S homepage etc.



It's been a while, over 6 months actually since
the last releases of both QPC and SMSQlt, but
in time for the Eindhoven meeting the job was
done' QPC v3,33 and SMSQ/E v313 finally got
released.

The big news regarding QPC is its much en-
hanced emulation core. lt all started with George
Gwilt wanting a 6B020+ compatible QPC, as
much ol his software makes use of the extented
instruction set these processors provide. He
even volunteered to write it himself. So, after
much delay on my part as I wanted to clean up
the code first {some parts were over 10 years old
and still commenled in German) and needed to
create a built environment George can easily use,
he got the sources and created a new QPC ver-
sion with many exlended instructions

Following this I reviewed the new code, cleaned it

up a bit, added the remaining parts needed for
full 68020 compatibility created test applications,
did regression tests against the old core and a
QXL card donated to me and finally started a

months long beta test for this crucial part ol
QPC, liuly a lot of work, but on the other hand
not a single bug in the emulation has been found
so far!

Regarding SMSQiE, apart from numerous bug
fixes mainly in the SBASIC core, there have been
2 major changes. A new job switching behaviour
and changes to help speed up boot time

The default CTRL+C behaviour was always very
annoying to me: when pressing the keys the
bottom-most window is picked to the top. The
problem with this method is that the bottom-most
window is often at that place for a good reaSon:
you just don't currently need it. More oflen one
wants to switch between the 2 or more top-most
windows. With lhe new release you can just do
that. When you hit CTRL+C not the bottom-most
bul the wrndow just below the one you've
currently worked with will be picked.

Now using this method one can akeady switch
between the two top-most windows, but how
can one get deeper than that? Easy, il you keep
pressing the CTRL key and only press and
release C, the picker will work ils way to the

boltom. But as soon as you release the CTRL
key the game will again begin at the top! This
might sound a bit complicated, but is really easy
once you've played around with it for a bit. Also,
if you really don't like the new behaviour it can
be disabled using MenuConfig. All this is at least
true for QPC, however I'm not sure how the other
platforms currently handle the new functionalily

The second improvement is the wait time for all
commands that start a new job. liaditionally com-
mands like EX waited for half a second before
returning to give the executed job a chance to
open up a window This for example ensures that
buttons in the button frame show up in the order
you start them in the boot file. Today's machines
however are much faster and don't really need
such a long pause anymore. 

-lb 
counter this

problem there is now a new system variable
sys*xdly (byte at $tZe) that determines the
delay for a specific machine. This is preset to
5/50th of a second lor QPC, which results in a
much faster boot time. However for the full effect
QPAC2 had to be updated too, and I did lust that
with release v1.45.

On machines that don't set sys*xdly half a

second will again be used by default. To change
sys-xdly yoursell for example to lower it even
further to 3, you can poke a new value using this
command,

Finally there are a few new SBASIC commands,
namely rEAR/, MoNTI{%, DAy% and lrEEKDAyg.

These take the same parameters as the DATI
command and return the respective part of the
date. wEEKDAy% returns o for Sunday r {or
Monday etc.

Note from the Editor: These great news are
really lasl-minute news ... 23rd of October! The
new versions of SMSQ/E are available frorn lhe
usual sources (J-M-S, Q Brancil either via mail
{send in masfer disk and don't forgef return
postage rules) or through the J-M-S update site
QPAC2, SMSQ/E Goldcard..). The QPC2 Up-
date r's available af Marcels Homepage.
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EindhoYen
Saturady,24th of March, 10:00 to 16:00
Pleincollege St. foris, Roostenlaan 296

Thanks to the organise[ Sjef van de Molengraaf, the meetings at tindhoven continue.

Same venue as always (but a new nice, large room straight on when you get into the
main halll) J-M-S will be there, as always I am sure we will figure out on "international"

meeting where the tnglish dealers {and more international visitors) will attend. If it will be
the March meeting, then QL Today will be the source for this information, as always

Further meetings will be held in June and October
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from the QL Today team!

We hope to have the next issue ready for you some time between middle or end of January.
As always, it depends on how quickly we will get reviews, articles etc.
Some articles will be continued in the next issues, we have some articles waiting which did not
make it into this issue (58 pages AND cover disk!). But we need more material, as always. The
more we get, the sooner we get it, the quicker the next issue will be in your hands.


